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Where are they now?

Dr. Rainer Brocke
Eileen T. Jevis

R

ainer Brocke, Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus at ESF, became interested
in wildlife in an unlikely place during a very tumultuous time – the beginning
of World War II. For eight years, he found
enjoyment as a youngster in roaming the wild
country of Western India while being interned by the British. For the first three years
of captivity, Brocke’s mother and sister were
separated from his father, who was placed in
another internment camp. They were reunited and spent the remaining years of confinement together until their release in 1947.
Brocke was born in Calcutta (now
Kalkota), India in 1933 of German parents. His father was the director of the India
branch of Bayer’s Drug Company. When the
war ended, Brocke’s father regained his job
in Bombay (now Mumbai), and Brocke was
sent to Woodstock, an American missionary
high school in the western Himalayas. There,
Brocke was able to foster his passion for wildlife exploration by roaming the mountain
forests, collecting 250 scientific specimens of
birds shot with his home-made slingshot. The
collection, along with unique wildlife photographs, won the school hobby show for two
consecutive years. The collection is now in
the Peabody Museum at Yale University.
Brocke graduated from Woodstock High
School in 1950 with plans to attend college
in the United States. But before leaving India,

he participated in a bird collection expedition to the central Indian jungles, conducted
by the Bombay Natural History Society. “It
was a great experience,” said Brocke. “We
saw tigers, leopards, spotted deer, wild dogs,
crocodiles, and more. It was rough going,
sometimes riding for several hours on an elephant. But the safari was a fitting send off
from India.”
Leaving his parents behind, Brocke arrived
in the United States and enrolled at Michigan
State University, majoring in wildlife management. He earned both
his bachelor and master’s degrees in
wildlife management and ecology
from MSU. While continuing with
his graduate studies at Michigan
State, Brocke was offered a job as
an instructor in the Department of
Natural Science. In 1969, he completed his Ph.D. research on the
ecology and bioenergetics of opossum and accepted a position from
ESF to conduct wildlife research at
Huntington Forest.
“The job at Huntington Forest
was attractive because it was primarily a wildlife research position in a
small, intimate station located in the
wilderness,” said Brocke. “Our home
in nearby Long Lake was a promising
rural location and a wonderful place for my
wife and me to raise our three children.”
Brocke said that the latitude he had in his
scientific work over the next 10 years allowed
him and his graduate students to conduct research on the ecology of the snowshoe hare,
coyote, bobcat, lynx, puma, loon, and other

subjects. Their work took them as far south as
Florida and west to Oregon. Brocke convened
a group of university scientists, conservationists, and biologists of the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation
and Adirondack Park Agency to address wilderness wildlife conservation in Adirondack
Park. The group, known as the Adirondack
Wilderness Fauna Program (AWFP), was a
new and unusual deviation from game management. In the 1990s, the AWFP became

the Adirondack Wildlife Program (AWP).
Funded by the New York State legislature,
the program developed teaching modules for
New York schools. “The centerpiece of the
AWP was our research effort to restore the
lynx to Adirondack Park where it had been
present in the 1900s,” explained Brocke. “My
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There is great anticipation in Syracuse that new
coach, Doug Marrone, will give the SU Football
Team a winning season.

A “Taste of Central New York” featuring New
York wines, cheese, apples and cider was a big
hit last year, and should be even more popular
this year!

continued on page 5

REGISTER NOW

Alumni & Family Fall BBQ 2009
or the fifth year in a row, the Alumni
Office and the Office of Student Life
will combine Homecoming with
the traditional “Parent’s Weekend” to offer alumni, students, and families an opportunity to mix and mingle this fall. This
year’s Alumni & Family Fall BBQ Weekend
will be held on Friday, October 2nd and
Saturday, October 3rd here on the ESF
campus. The weekend will be packed with
activities, as the Alumni Office and the
Office of Student Life have combined resources to offer their respective guests much
more than either could do alone. On the
back page of this issue is a list of events and
registration form for alumni and families.
The weekend officially kicks off on
Friday evening with a reception where
alumni can get together with classmates,
meet some students and their families, and
enjoy a beverage or two. Later that night,
they may want to take in some of the local talent at the Coffee Haus in the Alumni
Lounge…an event that always proves to be
quite entertaining! The schedule for Friday
also features a special dinner in the festive
Bray Hall Rotunda for the 25 year class: the
Class of 1984. Other alumni from the “4”
and “9” classes are also encouraged to come
to campus and get together! Each class in
these groupings from 1964 to 2004 was
sent a class directory earlier this summer to
foster contact with classmates.
Saturday continues with a variety of activities including the barbecue, a walking
tour of Heiberg Memorial Forest in nearby
Tully, and various tours around campus.
Syracuse University football is always part of
the equation for the weekend, and this year,
the SU Orange will battle the University of
South Florida Bulls on Saturday. There is

graduate students were spread from the Yukon
Territory in Canada, a source for these beautiful cats, to Adirondack Park where we relocated them. A total of 83 lynxes were released
from 1988 to 1991 – a project that gave ESF
a lot of publicity during those years.”
Unfortunately, the effort did not succeed,
but paved the way for other predator restoration efforts elsewhere, including a current
lynx restoration attempt in Colorado.
In 1981, Brocke became an associate
professor and later a full professor at ESF, teaching a series of
courses including general ecology,
wilderness wildlife management,
endangered species conservation,
and various graduate courses. He
was appointed director of the
Cranberry Lake Biological Station
(CLBS) in 1982, a job he held for
six years.
“When I took over directorship of CLBS, New York State
was in an economic recession and
the ESF administrators were considering closing the station before
the 1983 summer session began,”
said Brocke. “I mobilized students
from the past summer session to
exert their influence directly on
the administration. Because of a
successful summer the year prior, the student
influence was enough to reverse the administration’s decision to close the station.”
In addition to teaching, Brocke’s professional duties encompassed student mentoring, grant writing, research publication,

Alumni & Family Fall BBQ

See page 24 for registration form.
much hope surrounding this year’s football
squad as new Head Coach Doug Marrone,
a former pro football player and successful coach in the Division I collegiate ranks
and the NFL, takes over. During Coach
Marrone’s tenure as the offensive coordinator and offensive line coach for the New
Orleans Saints, the team was one of the
NFL’s most explosive and consistent offensives, ranking among the league leaders and
rewriting the club’s all-time record book.
Following the game, the weekend will wrap
up with a new component, the Taste of
Central New York. Held in the beautifully
refurbished Baker Laboratory, attendees
of the Taste of Central New York will be
able to sample the many varieties of locallyproduced wines and cheeses. Non-alcoholic
beverages will also be available so that the
entire family can enjoy!
Syracuse offers numerous attractions
such as the mammoth (and still expanding) Carousel Center, a nearby Casino,
quaint villages, and lush apple orchards.
Armory Square, a renovated area of downtown Syracuse, offers clubs, restaurants, the
Museum of Science and Technology, and
music for all tastes.
Hotel rooms book fast during football
weekends in the fall, so alumni are advised
to refer to the back page and make reservations soon! Use the form on the back page
to send in your reservation and payment.
As always, if you have any questions, please
contact the Alumni Office at alumni@esf.
edu or 315-470-6632. You can keep up-todate on plans for the Alumni and Family Fall
BBQ Weekend at our website: www.esf.edu/
alumni/fallBBQ. See you in the fall – let’s get
ready to make some new memories! 1
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Dr. Cornelius B. Murphy Jr., ESF College President

T

he campus has settled down to a
summer pace following the end of
the 2009 spring semester. We had a
great May convocation and graduation with
a record number of diplomas presented to
both undergraduate and graduate students.
I am very much envious of our faculty
who are headed to all points on this globe.
Within the last week, I talked to one faculty member who returned from Japan,
our Provost, and another faculty member
returned from Beijing, and yet another was
headed to Belize and Mexico. The span of
both our research and global reach continues
to develop.
This summer has started at a strong pace
with the planning and design well underway for four very important and needed
projects:
• Campus Energy Efficiency Project
• Residence Hall (454 beds) being developed by the ESF College Foundation
• New Gateway Building

• Parking and Site Modifications for the
Gateway Building.
In addition, construction is underway
for two projects:
• Renovation of Huntington Lodge at the
Adirondack Ecological Center
• Biofuels Demonstration Project (Syracuse
campus)
The time and energy that we are investing into these projects will pay many future
dividends.
It is an exciting and energizing time to be
at your College.
And for those of you that are sports fans,
ESF filed for membership in the NAIA
(little sister to the NCAA) with sports this
fall to include our Woodsman’s team, soccer,
cross country and golf for both men’s and
women’s teams.
We are also very much engaged in the
planning and kick off of our Centennial
Campaign, which will focus on raising
funds to help support scholarships, faculty

initiatives and our Residence Hall project.
I hope that all of you will have a great
summer, providing you with rest and
rejuvenation.
Best regards,
Neil

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION President’s Message

Dr. and Mrs. Murphy Receive Alumni Association Outstanding Service Award
The following citation was read by Alumni
Association President, David Tessier, to Dr. Neil
Murphy and his wife, Joanne, as they accepted
the ESF Alumni Association’s Outstanding
Service Award. It was presented at the Annual
Central New York Alumni Dinner in April.

unselfish by sharing your husband with us.
It has been noted that he works at least 12
hours a day and you have been kind enough
to let him do that and thus be a great leader
for ESF. Thank you Joanne.

T

onight I have the honor of presenting the ESF Alumni Association
Outstanding Service Award. This
award was created in 1980 to recognize individuals who have served the College and the
Alumni Association in a truly outstanding
and unselfish manner.
I should note that the recipients of this
award do not have to be alumni and tonight,
in fact, we are honoring individuals who are
not alumni. Let me tell you who they are:
Neil and Joanne Murphy.
You may not realize it, but Neil and
Joanne have been key members of the
College for nine years now. They came to the
College and quickly became an integral part
of its fabric, and active participants in the
Alumni Association and its many activities.
Joanne, you have opened your home to
alumni for reunions, for countless College
functions and you have become friends with
many alumni. We think of you as one of
us and as ESF’s First Lady, who joyfully attends reunions and extends a warm welcome
to returning alumni. You have also been very

Alumni President David Tessier ’68 awards
a maple bowl to Joanne and Neil Murphy.
College President Murphy and Joanne were
the recipients of the Alumni Association
Outstanding Service Award.

Neil, your work as president is not over
by any means but this is a good time to
pause and simply say “thank you” for a job
well done. Our campus has never looked
better and we are anxiously awaiting the new
buildings now being designed because of

your drive and vision. Our academic programs are growing and the reputation of our
college has become known far and wide because of your leadership. It is a small point
perhaps, but because of you, our local community finally sees SUNY ESF as the leader
in environmental education we alumni have
always known it to be. Thank you Neil!
Now to celebrate this award, we wanted
to give you a remembrance of our thanks to
you both for serving our college so well. We
did not get you a plaque but rather a wooden
bowl which has a practical use for fruit or
salad perhaps but it is also full of symbolism
as well.
First, it was made in New York State by
a local artisan. This bowl was not made in
China!
Second, it is made of maple and maple,
of course, is our state tree and we are a New
York college.
More symbolism. It can be viewed as a
large circle. When you look at this bowl,
please remember this night and the large circle of friends honoring you for your service.
As a point of information, on the bottom
of the bowl, it says “Thank you from the ESF
Alumni Association.” And from the bottom
of our hearts, please accept this award for
your outstanding service and for making our
Alumni Association and College the very
best they can be. Congratulations.

Justin f. Culkowski ‘73
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Debbie J. Caviness
Assistant for Alumni Relations
Patricia Henson
Alumni Office Administrative Assistant
Jennifer Palladino
Alumni Office Administrative Assistant
219 Bray Hall, One Forestry Drive
Syracuse, New York 13210-2785
T: (315) 470-6632 • F: 470-4833
alumni@esf.edu
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Associate Editors
Justin f. Culkowski
Jennifer Palladino
BRENDA PHELPS

ESF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
MISSION STATEMENT

Adopted by the ESF Alumni Association
Board of Directors on December 22, 1995
The College of Environmental Science and Forestry Alumni
Association is a concerned group of individuals who act as
observers and trustees of the heritage and achievement of the
College. The Association aims to advance the personal and
professional development and growth of its members.
The Association also serves to promote and cultivate friendship
and cooperation among the alumni and to assist them however
necessary within the capabilities of the Association.
The Association represents the alumni in the affairs of the
College by acting as a facilitator between alumni and students,
faculty, staff and administration.
The Association, working as a partner with the College, assists
and promotes the College in the attainment of its objectives.

ESF courses

Now available worldwide through ESF Online
ESF Online’s course offering continues to grow this year. For
the fall semester, we have added Climate Change Solutions
and Sustainability, and Concepts in Watershed Hydrology
to our online course lineup. We are also continuing to run
The Global Environment and the Evolution of Human
Culture, one of ESF’s core introductory environmental
science classes. At the graduate level, we are offering an
adaptation of The Global Environment for the fall called
University Outreach: Focus on Online Learning, which is
aimed particularly at Environmental Science teachers. For
more information and to register, please visit www.esf.edu/
esfonline/.
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on display in baker laboratory

History of The "Cranberry" Canoe
Bob Edmonds '65

Editor’s Note: This article was written in response to a request from Alumni
Director Justin Culkowski. The Alumni Association paid for the materials needed to renovate “The Cranberry,” and David Paul ’68 generously
donated his time and skills.

1

2

T

his 18' canoe was delivered to the State College of Forestry at
Cranberry Lake in 1949.
I first saw this as a broken-down canoe at the Warrensburg
Campus of the College of Forestry. Both gunwales were broken, rib
ends were rotted, the canvass was shot and there were holes in the body.
It lacked good seats, a keel and other parts. The Director of the summer
camp had permission to burn 4 of the canoes, as the State could not
afford to repair them. The Director, of course, being a good Stumpy
himself, knew better than to burn them. He let some poor graduate
students have them. They were transported to Syracuse and my fatherin-law and I restored it in 1969.
Over the years, the canoe served my young family very well, with
camping trips to Middle Saranac Lake and other places. After moving
to New Hampshire, in a different stage of life and without a good place
to keep it, it fell into despair. The condition wasn't terrible, but it did
need a fix-up. I painted it. Two days later, a large branch fell on it and
did considerable damage.
I searched for a Stumpy to give it to. I was offered money for the
canoe from others who wanted to make it into bookcases and such, but
that would not be an suitable fate for such a historical beauty. It was
given to me and I felt an obligation to pass it on to a Stumpy who could
respect its origin and restore it. I met Dave Paul ‘68 at a Cranberry
Lake Forestry Camp Reunion. He was a perfect match for the canoe.
He restored it to the best degree it could have been, using original
parts, genuine Old Town replacement parts, and parts that he made to
authentically capture the history. It has its original beauty along with
the golden coloring of a well-aged wooden canoe.
I paddled the canoe for the last time from Cranberry Lake village
to Barber's Point for an ESF reunion. For anyone who was at forestry
summer camp at Cranberry or at Warrensburg, it will surely bring back
the memories of good times when we (and the canoe) were young.
Thanks for all your efforts to give “The Cranberry” a permanent
piece of College history. 1

1
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The “Cranberry” in various stages of restoration.

3

The “Cranberry” in its permanent home–on display
in the newly restored Baker Laboratory on the ESF
campus.

4

An original “Old Town” canoe advertisement.

5

David Paul ’68 and his wife, Kathleen, pose with the
restored “Cranberry” on its return to Barber Point!

save the date

Celebrating 40 Years of Rugby
Matt Sutton, President S.U.R.A.A.

M

ark your calendars for MAY 1, 2010. The newly-formed Syracuse University Rugby Alumni
Association is organizing a weekend of events to
celebrate 40 years of rugby in Syracuse. Over 1,000 players from Syracuse University, the College of Environmental
Science and Forestry, and the city of Syracuse have represented Syracuse rugby throughout the U.S.A., in Canada, and
on tours to the Bahamas and the U.K. There is much history
and many accomplishments to celebrate, and with a twelvemonth planning window, the organizing committee is assuring alumni attendees a special weekend including (but not
limited to): rugby, golf, reminiscing, and a banquet featuring
presentations by the founding members of the club and representatives from all decades. The current Syracuse University
team has honored the legacy of the alumni by completing
the most successful season of the recent past with a national
ranking, a North East play-off run, and the championship
of the New York State Spring Tournament. Official invitations to the 40th year celebration will be forthcoming. The
S.U.R.A.A. has contact information for over 700 Alumni in
its database, and a website will be launched in June. For now
please contact us at SURFCALUMNI@gmail.com to update and add your information, or join our Facebook Group
"Syracuse University Rugby Alumni Association."
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August- Nineteen Sixteen

Celebrating Our Centennial: 1911 – 2011
An Annual Published by the Sophomore Summer Camp Students
of the New York State College of Forestry at Syracuse University

Historical

D

uring 1913 The New York State College of Forestry
held its first Summer Camp at Elka Park in the
Catskills. Professor Moon was in charge of the work of this
camp and a regular class schedule was carried out during the
eight weeks. This gave the forty Sophomores of the Class of
1915 a splendid opportunity to study at first hand, forestry
conditions throughout the Catskill region.
The summer Camp of 1914 was also held at Elka Park in
the Catskills, Professor C. N. Brown being in charge of the
work. The eight weeks routine of class schedule for the fifty
students in attendance, passed quickly and the Sophomores
of the Class of 1916 will always look back on the work with
pleasant memories.
For the 1915 Camp, it was decided to lengthen the course
from eight to twelve weeks and to transfer the camp from the
Catskills to the Adirondacks. Professor J. Fred Baker was in
charge of the work of establishing a camp on Barber Point,
Cranberry Lake. During the last week in May the camp site,
which had been a frequently burned slashing, was rapidly
transformed into a camp for fifty-three men. Classes were
started the morning of June 1st on a regular schedule. To the
Sophomores of the Class of 1917 belongs the credit of developing the well arranged camp from a bramble patch. Camp
floors, cook shanty and dock were constructed, a well sunk
and sewer system installed. A warehouse 16 by 24 feet, which
they built and used throughout the summer, was left as an
heritage to following camps. The summer’s work will always
be recalled with pleasure by the members of the class.
Although our camps of necessity started in a small way;
it was with that progression characteristic of the Institution,
that each succeeding camp surpassed the one of the preceding year. This summer one of the best equipped and organized camps in the country was held by the New York State
College of Forestry. Professor Prichard was in charge. There
were ten professors and fifty students enrolled. The camp was
semi-military in its organization, having its daily “Reveille,”
“Inspection,” “Drill,” and “Retreat.” The course was broad and
thorough. It covered in a practical way the following subjects:
This schedule includes actual working days only–half
days Saturday.
10 days–Forest Mensuration
(Growth Studies)
Professor Prichard
14 days–Forest Ecology
Dr. Bray
Mr. Rhodes
Entomology
Dr. Blackman
Mr. Ellis
14 days–Forest Pathology
Dr. Pennington
Mr. Rhodes
Lumber Camp Studies
Professor Waha
20 days–Surveying
Professor Waha
15 days–Forest Reconnaissance
Timber Cruising
Professor Prichard

Thurs,. Jun. 1 to
Tues., June 13-15, incl.

Wed., Jun. 14 to
Fri., Jun. 30

Sat., Jul. 1 to
Wed., Jul. 19

Wed. Jul. 9, to
Mon., Aug. 14
Mon. Aug. 14 to
Thurs., Aug. 31

Summer Camp of the New York State College of
Forestry–Its Value to the Student

I

t is not until the Sophomore summer camp that a student of Forestry really learns to know himself from a forestry viewpoint and to appreciate the demands that will later
be made upon him.
For two years a student follows, somewhat blindly, the
trail to the forestry profession. Throughout the first year the
trail is dim and poorly defined. The second year it becomes
plainer and is more easily followed at the end of summer
camp, however the trail merges into a highway along with
follow, with greater ease, those who have not been lost by the

wayside, or who have not taken one of the many side trails
leading to other walks of life.
The summer camp is then, the great “eye opener” of the
course. It enables the student to “find” himself, and herein
lies its concentrated value. Now, if this were all that the three
months’ experience in camp could give the student, summer camp would still be one of the important benefits which
combined to make the summer camp such a valuable part of
our forestry course. In camp one gets the practical knowledge
and experience which, to such an annoying degree, is lacking
in most young college graduates. While in camp the students
learn to work and to work hard, not only with their hands,
but with their heads as well. The close association with half a
hundred individuals, each of whom is different, gives a better
understanding of human nature and a broad- minded appreciation of the rights of others. One learns to know the woods
and becoming accustomed to rough life of the woodsman,
gains from it that quiet confidence which only such a life can
produce. Through the wholesome out-door life one builds
up a strong healthy body. By the well directed mental effors,
a strong mind is developed and through the rigid discipline
of everyday life, the foundations of a strong character are laid.
And now that the 1916 summer camp has drifted into
the past, we can obtain a broader view of its advantages. We
get many a pleasant moment looking back over the good old
days spent in the congenial surroundings of camp, and in
silence, we have learned to appreciate the untiring efforts of
those competent professors whose insight and interest made
the 1916 summer camp among the most important three
months of our college career.

A Week-End Trip --- Mt. Marcy or Bust
M. J. Soule.

O

ne o’clock on the afternoon of July first, found Hobo
Pete and Weary Willie going down the Sucker Brook
trail sweating under their packs. Over to Bushee’s old camps
and on up over a shoulder of Rampart Mountain the trail led
them, as they cussed out all the waterfalls and hills in general. Passing through Loew’s camps they had good footing to
Horseshoe station.
Ever been down that road? If not, you have missed many
pretty views. It winds down between fire-scarred, granite
hills. At intervals are little bubbling springs which sparkle
by the roadside.
From Horseshoe the “Bo’s” went to Saranac by evening
train. Here, with an hour to spare, they started out for something to eat, and to give the town the “once over.” The latter
was easy; the former, funny. Walking up to a good looking
hash horse, Pete opened the door and suddenly stepped back
on Wearie’s toes. Wine, Women and Song –this way out, you
bums! A hash house on wheels was their final choice.
Thirty cents to Placid, an hour’s walk. Soon that road can
compete with the Grasse River R.R. Co., Inc., Ltd.
Camp was made for the night just outside of Placid, 22
miles from Mt. Marcy. Supper eaten and dishes washed, sleep
seemed best, for the next day’s walk was to be a hummer.
Breakfast was served at six, and at seven “Bo’s” were under
way. By noon they had reached the top of Mt. Marcy and
had a simple meal cooked. Ordinarily there is a fine view
from the top of this mountain, but this day the clouds refused to reveal it.
Returning to Placid they stopped at a farm house to bum
a match. A kindly looking old lady, coming to the door, asked
if they would like some doughnuts and milk. “Yes,” was said
unhesitatingly, and in two minutes they were sitting around
the stove with a big pitcher of milk, a dozen fried cakes, and
the finest lady in the Adirondacks to talk to.
That night camp was pitched in the pouring rain, just
outside of Placid; but a little thing like that never did bother
two tramps. They set out after supper to look over the town.
Up and down they went, as though they owned the place
(which might have been so from the looks of the natives).
Pete ‘lowed as how he guessed it must be one of those dead
cities like you read about.
Dead or not, it sure could rain there and, at Willie’s suggestion, they stepped over to Saranac next morning only to
find it raining even harder there. After getting a real honest dinner and a steak for the night’s supper, they journeyed
along down to Saranac Inn. Even here it still rained.
They learned that a night train stopped at this place, and
that smelled like a ride to Tupper Lake Junction. So with no
delay, a fire was built in spite of the rain God’s numerous attempts to put it out. The steak was broiled, the onions fried,
and the other fixin’s shook together.
At ten o’clock the hoboes stood in a drizzle on the main
street of Tupper Lake Junction debating where to spend the
night. After several moment’s of work on the part of Pete’s
gray matter, the picture of a church seemed to flit across his

vision. In less time than you know they sailed through the
front door of a big Catholic church like they owned the place
and were soon fast asleep with little thought for the morrow.
Willie sat up with a start as a big stranger looked down
into his eyes and frowned as he said “Morning, how’d you
like the bed?”
“Fine, thanks,” said Willie, as he jogged Pete furtively
with his elbow.
“Better dig out, boys, it’s near time for early Mass,” offered the stranger, noting Pete’s indisposition.
“Come on, Pete, we’re caught with the goods.”
“What do you mean, caught?” came with a sudden eruption of blankets, and then seeing the stranger, “Well, I’ll
be––––”
“Whoa, son, you’re in a church now. Come on, pull your
freight, you’d better come down and see a friend of mine,”
was the stranger’s second offer.
The face that neither had any desire to meet his friend
and were not backward in making it known, made little difference in his way of thinking.
However, after following the two lads down the walk
ways, the captor suddenly changed his mind and quietly
turned off on a side street without either “Bo” knowing it.
Before long they realized that they were alone.
“Let’s beat it before he changes his mind.”
“Don’t go far, though, for my stomach thinks my throat
is cut and it’s a long ways to Conifer and dinner.”
At that with a, “right about” they proceeded to shake the
dust of Tupper Lake Junction off their feet. Pete suggested
going back and thanking the kind people for the night’s
lodging, but Willie broke that up by announcing breakfast.
Still it rained –– but by the time they had reached Conifer
it had stopped. After their second dry meal the hoboes hit the
ties for Cranberry Lake, where the good ship Daniel Boon
soon picked them up.
And so ended a long-to-be-remembered tramp through a
wonderful piece of country, giving a store of memories which
in some hour of solitude will come to gladden the hearts of
Hobo Pete and Weary Willie.

Camp Duty

M. B. Porter, Jr.

P

robably one of the most important features of the
summer camp, and one which helps most of all to carry
the main purpose of the camp –– that of teaching the boys to
work with their hands and work together –– is camp duty.
Forty minutes each day, immediately following breakfast,
and all of Saturday morning is assigned to this work. A typewritten list of assignments is posted each day on the bulletin
board, so that each man may know just what he is expected
to do during the camp duty hour. It is so arranged that only
one occupant of a tent is assigned work on any one day, thus
leaving one man in each tent to clean it and make up the
beds. This, of course does not apply to Saturday mornings,
when everyone has some particular task to perform.
Of the more important accomplishments may be mentioned the Sucker Brook dock and boat house. It was soon
seen that with numerous motor boats used by the camp, the
better docking facilities were needed than those offered by
the lake dock. So, early in the summer a new one was begun
on Sucker Brook. It is now completed, and as it stands is
thirty feet long, with an adjoining boat house twenty-five
by ten feet.
The old dock, on the lake front also came in for its share
of attention, by the addition of thirty more feet. It has proved
well worth the time spent upon it.
A larger bit of construction work is now completed, was
the building of a retaining wall along the lake front. It is
planned to grade the bank off with a gentle slope to the top
of this wall and then to plant the area with grass and trees.
Another important addition to the camp site is the tennis
court. Work was begun on the court soon after we arrived in
camp. It was completed by the middle of July and had been
in almost continual use since then. It has been a source of
much pleasure, not only to all members of the camp, but to
our visitors also.
Among the other accomplishments of camp duty, may be
mentioned the building of the pig pen, the chicken coop and
yard, the root cellar, grading the campus, and the building of
a drydock in which the “Loon” now sleeps for the winter.
Most of the work has been of a permanent character and
the class of ’18 feels satisfied with the part played toward improving the camp site and making it even a more ideal place
for a summer camp than that which we found on arrival last
June. We, of course, have not done everything, and if the
class of ’19 continue to make such improvements as may be
necessary, “Barber’s Point” will soon be the finest camping
continued on page 5
site on the lake.
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Camp Log, continued from page 4

1

Extract From George –––––––‘s Diary

J

uly 3rd, 1916. Arose at 4:30 AM. Went for a run up the
Sucker Brook Trail, went for a plunge, paddled to Pig’s Ear
and back, worked on map, washed for breakfast, waited on table,
had camp duty and worked on pig pen. We washed all the pigs
and cut up a bunch of nice green grass and fed them. We finished
early, so reported to “Chief ” –––, who gave us a job carrying
wood for the bonfire. We went up to Bushbee’s camp and carried down some fine logs. Then we worked on the scow drawing
rocks from the crib. Washed, had lunch and then went out
in the field, surveying??????? Worked until 5:45 PM. Took a
swim, played a little tennis, washed for supper, waited on table
and scrubbed mess tent floor. Then we drilled. I was elected
Sergeant to-night. Paddled over to Bear Mountain. Upset the
canoe with my girl in it. Returned home at 2:00 A. M. Studied
until 3:00 A. M. Fine Day.
On Friday, August 25th, Dean Baker made us his second
visit of the summer. He delivered an illustrated, outdoor lecture on general forestry which drew a large audience from all
points on the lake. 1
2

3

4

Where Are They Now?
continued from page 1

grant writing, research publication, writing popular articles, and organizing campus activities. He also served on several
department committees including leader
of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation.
Extramurally, he was president of the
New York Chapter of the Wildlife Society
(TWS), chair of the Wildlife Educators
Committee (northeastern universities) of
TWS Northeast Section, and co-author of
the TWS Policy on Wildlife Management
in Wilderness. Other professional memberships included the American Society of
Mammalogists, Society of Conservation
Biologists, Ecological Society of America,
and American Ornithologists Union.
Brocke has retained most of his professional affiliations since his retirement from
ESF in 1999. He wrote two chapters of a
book co-authored with ESF colleagues titled,
“Adirondack Park – The Great Experiment in
Conservation,” to be published by Syracuse
University Press in June, 2009. He is also heavily involved in many public service activities.

Brocke and his wife Judy live in a farmhouse built in 1840 on 47 wild acres in La
Fayette. “The land constantly reminds me
of how fortunate we are to live among our
wild friends – deer, beavers, coyotes, turkeys,
and songbirds in the beautiful central New
York countryside,” said Brocke. Some of his
and Judi’s children and grandchildren live in
Connecticut, Michigan, New Hampshire,
and Alaska, and provide them with good
reasons to travel. Fortunately, other family
members live locally and allow them to enjoy
spending time together.
Brocke’s interest in fishing and hunting
has taken him and his wife to the Outer
Banks in North Carolina, and to the New
Mexico wilderness. “In 2003, I traveled to
Zimbabwe to hunt plains game and learn
about the role of trophy hunting in conservation,” explained Brocke. “Some of the
highlights included elephant photography
and catching tiger fish in the Zambezi River
while dodging hippos and crocodiles.”
When asked for some memorable moments during his tenure at ESF, Brocke
couldn’t pinpoint just a few. “There were
so many,” he said. “I’d be hesitant to isolate

1

Sawing fire wood at
summer camp.

2

Construction of a
warehouse foundation:
Summer Camp 1917.

3

Planting at the nursery
at Pack Forest.

4

Building the cess pool:
Summer Camp 1919.

5

Improving the shore at
summer camp.

5

any one as memorable. Events for me came
in groups. The lynx restoration project developed “tentacles” I never anticipated – the
need to involve myself in Albany politics
to keep research funds flowing, mentoring
graduate students, keeping our Yukon “expedition” on track, maintaining good relations
with Yukon trappers, and managing projects
and public relations in New York. All of
these had to be accomplished alongside my
regular ESF duties.”

“They were inspired
by the wilderness
around them.”
Brocke said that the six years he directed
CLBS were exciting because new challenges
arose daily. “But they were solvable with the
help of enthusiastic colleagues, competent
staff, and students with a unique eagerness
that wasn’t dimmed by life’s coming setbacks,” said Brocke. “They were inspired by
the wilderness around them.”
When looking back at his tenure at ESF,
Brocke said there isn’t much he would do

differently. “I learned long ago that much of
life depends on luck and opportunity, all embedded in the drift of current circumstance
and history. In my case, drifting in a river
of possibilities after college graduation, I
washed up on an island called ESF – a most
fortunate event for which I am grateful.”
Brocke believes that most of those in
academia would admit they’ve led wonderful lives, particularly at ESF. As a member of
the original Forest Zoology Department, he
and his colleagues have remained a close-knit
– through reorganization into a large department of Environmental and Forestry Biology,
and through their progressing retirements.
Pondering the future direction of ESF
and its students, Brocke said that humanity both here and abroad has finally realized
that our planet is over-populated, has finite
resources, and is beset by compromised ecosystems. “Environmental issues have become
dominant, extending solidly into world
politics,” said Brocke. “Given ESF’s environmental thrusts and its imaginative leadership, embedded in a rich tradition of natural
resource conservation, a bright future is assured for the College.” 1
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Department Updates
Chemistry
Arthur "Art" Stipanovic, B.S. ('74) and Ph.D. ('79)
Chair and Professor
The 2008-09 academic year
featured a record-breaking
head count in our General
Chemistry lecture and lab
courses reflecting very strong
freshman and new transfer
enrollment growth at ESF.
Over the past decade, we have
evolved to teach essentially all
required undergraduate chemistry courses at ESF including
General Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, and Inorganic Chemistry. All were formerly taught at Syracuse University. For upper division and graduate students,
we still offer concentration options in polymer chemistry, environmental chemistry, biochemistry and natural products.
Our current enrollment is approximately 60 undergraduate
chemistry majors and 40 graduate students. The graduating
class of May 2009 featured 17 new chemistry alumni!
Our graduate and research programs remain very strong
and we are generally among the leading departments at ESF
in external research funds generated per year per faculty
member. Throughout the SUNY system, ESF typically ranks
2nd or 3rd in this category. Starting in Fall 2008, we’ve offered a Master of Professional Studies (MPS) degree which is
a non-thesis version of our traditional research-based MS degree that is especially attractive to non-traditional students.
Quote from the Chair: “Despite the challenging economic circumstances faced by New York State and the SUNY
system, we remain optimistic that our focus on the global environment, renewable biobased materials, alternative energy,
natural products chemistry, and other “green” technologies
will keep us in a leadership position among academic institutions and at the forefront of research in these areas. We
are especially well positioned to compete effectively for the
Federal stimulus funding opportunities becoming available
to support research that is critical to the future of our nation.
Alumni should drop by to see the Jahn Lab and the exciting
work going on here!”

Construction Management
Products Engineering
Susan E. Anagnost
Chair and Associate Professor

&

Wood

We continue to augment construction management and
wood products engineering
programs with greater emphasis on sustainable construction
and renewable materials. A
new faculty member in Sustainable Construction, Paul
Crovella, was hired in August
2008. The CMWPE Speaker
Series on Sustainable Construction and Renewable Materials brought three speakers
to campus to speak on the topics: how wood makes green
buildings greener, passive solar homebuilding, and risk management for sustainable buildings.
key activities in cmwpe for 2008–09

•

A new Instructor, Paul Crovella, was hired in August
2008

•

Mr. Ken Tiss, Instructor, was awarded the 2009 ESF
Foundation Award for Exceptional Achievement in
Teaching by the ESF College Foundation Board of
Directors.

•

New courses were developed to support the concentration area of sustainable construction and renewable
materials

•

The CMWPE Speaker Series in Sustainable Construction
and Renewable Materials hosted three speakers: Peter
Moonen, Eileen Clinton (ESF ‘93), and Bruce Brownell
(ESF ’64)

•

Other Outreach Activities for 2007/08 academic year
include: Kiln Drying Workshop, January 2008, the

Green Building Conference, March 2008
•

CMWPE hosted a reception for CMWPE Alumni in
September 2008

•

Dr. Susan Anagnost and Dr. William B. Smith participated in the National Research Need Assessment
Workshop sponsored by the Society of Wood Science
and Technology and the American Society of Civil
Engineers

•

Jennifer Smith, Paul Crovella, Kenneth Tiss and Susan
Anagnost participated in the Community Conversation
on Construction in April 2009

•

Dr. Susan Anagnost was elected Vice President of the
Society of Wood Science and Technology and attended
the Annual Meeting SWST in Concepcion, Chile in
November 2008

new faculty

Mr. Paul Crovella joined our department in August, 2008
as Instructor of Sustainable Construction. Mr. Crovella has
both a B.S. degree and a M. Eng. from Cornell University.
He is a licensed Professional Engineer and is pursuing a PhD
degree at SUNY-ESF and he was previously he was on the
faculty at SUNY Morrisville. At ESF, Mr. Crovella is teaching
Light Construction, Environmental Performance Measures,
Sustainable Energy Systems in Buildings, and Building
Information Modeling for Construction Managers.
new courses or concentrations

This past year we offered two new courses to support the concentration area in Sustainable Construction and Renewable
Materials: Sustainable Construction, and Environmental
Performance Measures. In 2009-2010 two other new courses
will be offered: Sustainable Energy Systems in Buildings,
and Building Information Modeling for Construction
Managers.
a quote from the chair

The department is looking forward with excitement to the
construction of the new ESF Gateway Building and the residence halls, as we anticipate involvement of our faculty and
students in the living classrooms and other educational opportunities that these construction projects will provide.

Environmental and Forestry Biology
Donald J. Leopold
Chair and Distinguished Teaching Professor
There were significant changes
in EFB course offerings this
past academic year. General
Biology, which has replaced
General Botany and Zoology,
was very successful. Dr. Melissa Fierke taught the lecture
for the first semester (Organismal Biology and Ecology), Dr.
Chris Whipps the lecture for
the second semester (Cell Biology and Genetics), and Dr. Greg McGee taught the laboratory for both semesters. Drs. John Castello and Steve Teale
offered a new General Education course, “Peoples, Plagues,
and Pests” to over 100 students. Dr. Karin Limburg taught
“Wine Appreciation: From Grapes to Glass” to nearly 40
undergraduate and graduate students. And Dr. Robin Kimmerer offered “Land & Culture: Indigenous Issues”.
Applications from prospective undergraduates increased
again this past year to over 950 (versus less than 500 four
years ago). The entering EFB freshman and transfer class this
fall promises to be very strong. Graduate applications to EFB
dramatically increased from 100 to nearly 150 this past year.
Whereas we lost a substantial portion of our best graduate
applicants last year, about 80% of our top graduate applicants will be matriculating here this August.
Of the many faculty highlights this past year, only a few
can be included here. Details about each faculty member’s
activities this past year will be posted by late summer on
the web in the Department of Environmental and Forest
Biology Annual Report. Besides the highlights below, Drs.
Baldassarre, Horton, Shields, and Weir took sabbatical leaves
to work on a variety of projects.
Dr. Guy Baldassarre has accepted an offer to revise the bestselling classic, Ducks, Geese and Swans of North America.
Drs. Jesse Brunner and Martin Schlaepfer very successfully
co-taught Principles of Evolution to nearly 200 students.
Drs. John Castello and Steve Teale are serving as editors of a
textbook on forest health for Cambridge University Press, a

draft of which is due in August. Dr. Jacqui Frair was invited
to and attended a workshop on GPS Telemetry in Trento,
Italy. Dr. James Gibbs continued his activity as an adjunct
scientist with the Charles Darwin Foundation and will spend
a significant amount of time in the Galapagos this summer
for further consultation. He also served on the National Park
Service’s “Blue Ribbon Panel” to evaluate science programs
at Isle Royale National Park. Dr. Tom Horton has initiated a
research project in Honduras with Operation Wallacea.
Dr. Robin Kimmerer served as founder and Director
of The Center for Native Peoples and the Environment at
ESF which has brought significant positive attention to
ESF’s leadership role in incorporating traditional ecological knowledge in environmental education and research. Dr.
Don Leopold has agreed to continue serving as chair of the
department for another three years beginning this August.
Dr. Karin Limburg’s research on the dramatic declines in
North Atlantic diadromous fishes is receiving worldwide attention and has led to her involvement with a new effort to
understand the ecology of threatened and endangered species in the Colorado River and its tributaries below the Glen
Canyon Dam. Dr. Mark Lomolino delivered the keynote
lecture for a conference in Leiden, Netherlands celebrating
Darwin’s 200th Birthday. Dr. Greg McGee, working with
Annie Woods at the Adirondack Ecological Center, and Leah
Flynn in the Office of Student Life, has developed a preorientation Adirondack Experience for twenty of this year’s
incoming EFB freshmen. Dr. Kathy McGrath has initiated
her funded research to assess Lake Sturgeon stocking in the
Oswego River basin.
Besides many activities that include managing about $1.5
million in current grant funding for research in various locations, Dr. Myron Mitchell is participating in the Summer
Program on Ecosystem Ecology in Hokkaido, Japan. Dr. Jim
Nakas was issued a European patent for his work with others on biodegradable polymers from wood-based feedstocks.
Dr. Tsutomu Nakatsugawa is revising, for Cornell University
Press, a draft of his book that summarizes much of his decades of work and writing about environmental toxicology.
Dr. Roy Norton led department efforts in developing plans
for academic assessment, in response to the mandate from
the Middle States Commission on Higher Education for developing a student learning-outcome approach. The results
of this assessment will have many immediate and long-term
positive effects on the seven majors in EFB. Dr. Dylan Parry’s
research on the decline of native moths in New England and
the larger issue of the unintended consequences of biological control has been getting considerable national attention.
Research on climate change and songbird communities by
Dr. Bill Porter and one of his recently finished doctoral students (Dr. Ben Zuckerberg) resulted in two papers published
or accepted for publication in top-caliber journals.
Dr. Bill Powell, while continuing to expand his American
chestnut research program, served as the Executive Chair
of the ESF faculty governance. Dr. Neil Ringler continues
to have a vibrant teaching and research program while also
serving as ESF’s Dean of Research. Professor Andy Saunders,
with assistance from graduate student Ginny Collins, piloted the Master Naturalist program: Naturally New York, a
program that extended into many CNY organizations and
institutions by hand-picking participants from many professional venues who interact with youth, including scout leaders, teachers and others, e.g., from the medical professions.
Dr. Kim Schulz recently initiated a study of the ecological
stoichiometry of salt marshes along the eastern US coast,
specifically ratios of silicon to nitrogen and phosphorus.
Dr. Bill Shields taught the freshman honors seminar class
and it was so well received that this fall, at the request of
these students, he’ll be convening this group of sophomores
and the new freshman honors class. Much of Dr. Larry
Smart’s efforts have strengthened his international reputation and stature in the field of bioenergy crop research. Dr.
Don Stewart continues his studies of the giant arapaimas of
the Amazon, an endangered group of mostly undescribed
fish species. While his research in Namibia has expanded and
is gaining international attention, Dr. Scott Turner will be
making a significant contribution to EFB’s undergraduate
instruction by teaching Physics of Life for the first time this
fall semester. One of Dr. Alex Weir’s main foci has been to deliver overseas courses, organizing trips to Costa Rica, Ireland,
and Russia for ESF students as well as facilitating the exchange
of Moscow State University students both to Costa Rica, and
the Cranberry Lake Biological Station. Dr. Chris Whipps received two grants to enhance his developing research program
on animal disease and wildlife population genetics.
This past Academic Year, due to the departure of Drs.
Annette Kretzer in August 2008 and Larry Smart in July
2009, we conducted a search for a molecular/cellular biologist. Our search resulted in hiring Dr. George Bachand, a
member of the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies &
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Physical, Chemical, and Nano Science Center at Sandia
National Laboratory in Albuquerque. We are excited about
having George join EFB for many reasons, including that
he opens up to ESF the field of nanobiology and because he
earned his Ph.D. from ESF in 1997.
Although Dr. Dudley Raynal left most of his EFB duties years ago to serve as Dean of Instruction and Graduate
Studies, in December 2008 Dudley retired from ESF. He
will soon be moving with his wife, Georgia, to Alexandria,
Virginia where they can be closer to their son, daughter, sonin-law, and grandchildren.
Field stations associated with EFB have had substantial
improvements since last year. Dr. John Farrell, Director of
the Thousand Islands Biological Station, led an effort to renovate the main lodge facility at TIBS. With assistance from
ESF’s Physical Plant the renovation of the kitchen, bathroom
and main room are nearly complete. Fundraising continues
for the proposed Multipurpose Building for TIBS. Dr. Alex
Weir, Director of the Cranberry Lake Biological Station
oversaw the construction of a new genetics lab thanks to a
very generous donation by Dr. Sam Grober (’38) who passed
away earlier this year. Under Dr. Bill Porter’s directorship
there have been many important changes recently at the
Adirondack Ecological Center, including expansion of the
kitchen at the Rich Lake Dining Center, renovation of the
Huntington Lodge, installation of wireless internet at key locations, and initiation of renovations at the not-too-distant
Masten House for workshops and conferences.

Environmental Resources & Forest
Engineering
Chuck Kroll, Chair and Professor
The Times They Are A-Changin'
The Department of Environmental Resources and Forest
Engineering (ERFEG) continues to transform. With new faculty members, new programs,
a new building and labs, and
a new attitude (as anyone who
knows the new ERFEG Chair
might presume), ERFEG is
charging forward. While our
traditionally strong undergraduate program continues to improve, we are also focusing on expanding our research expertise, output, and reputation. Consider:
•

Visiting our updated web site which discusses current
activities and our three primary program areas: Water
Resources Engineering, Geospatial Engineering, and
Ecological Engineering.

•

While at our web site check out the new undergraduate
curriculum, which has more flexibility, rigor, and engineering design (sorry but no more Dendrology!).

•

Our Faculty’s output continues to expand, with more
courses, increased and varied research funding and
publications, and community service activities. In the
last year we have applied for over $6 million in new
research funding and had over $800,000 in research
expenditures.

•

•

•

The strength of our undergraduate students continues to impress us. 2 of SUNY ESF’s 4 National Merit
Scholars in the new freshmen class will be enrolling in
ERFEG.
Continued abroad activities with students studying
in Spain, Australia, and Korea, Engineers Without
Borders working in Honduras, and research activities
in Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Ghana, and
Kenya.
Continued success of our Faculty, including Ted
Endreny’s Distinguished Teaching Award from SUNYESF’s Undergraduate Student Association, and Giorgos
Mountrakis’ prestigious NASA Young Investigator
Award.

We continue to have high expectations of our students, our
alumni, and ourselves, and encourage alumni participation in
program development and evaluation, community service
projects, and promotion of our program. We are proud of our
accomplishments and the accomplishments of our students
and alumni, and would love to hear more about your successes. Feel free to send a message to me at cnkroll@esf.edu.

Environmental Studies
David A. Sonnenfeld, Chair and Professor
With the commencement of
the new Environmental Studies master's degree programs,
the Department now has one
of the larger student populations at ESF. In addition to
its own programs, the Department continues to participate
in the college-wide Graduate
Program in Environmental
Science (GPES), and Environment and Natural Resourc- es Policy (ENRP) doctoral program as well. Departmental faculty have been very engaged
in scholarship: Richard Smardon, energized from a sabbatical
leave in the Fall semester, completed a new book, Sustaining the World's Wetlands (Springer 2009); Myrna Hall and
colleagues published a major, peer-reviewed report on preserving New York City's watersheds; Jack Manno, Richard
Smardon, and others, published a major study on the use of
modeling in Great Lakes decision making; Sharon Moran
was recipient of a Nuala McGann Drescher Fellowship in
the Spring semester, which she utilized to advance research
and scholarship in several areas, including on water management policy in Poland; Susan Senecah was on leave for the
full year, working as Stakeholder Involvement Coordinator
for the New York Department of State's new Coastal Ecosystem-Based Management project; David Sonnenfeld was an
invited Visiting Professor at the University of Malaya, Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia, for the first two weeks of January, and
during the spring break returned as Research Associate with
the Environmental Policy Group, Wageningen University,
the Netherlands; Mark Meisner was an invited speaker at a
United Nations conference in Geneva, Switzerland; Brenda
Nordenstam was co-organizer of a New York Society for Risk
Analysis conference in March. Also affiliated with the Department are ESF Writing Program faculty: Patrick Lawler
stepped down at the end of the year as director of that program – in addition to his administrative and teaching duties,
he had a prolific year as a creative writer; Benette Whitmore,
the new, incoming director of the Writing Program, was recently advanced to candidacy in the Cultural Foundations
of Education doctoral program at Syracuse University; Janine DeBaise, on sabbatical leave spring semester, is preparing a book of creative non-fiction environmental writing;
Dawnelle Jager continues to develop a service learning course
centered on the topic of food politics for ESF's new undergraduate Honors Program.
new faculty

The Department of Environmental Studies was delighted to welcome Kirk Emerson as William J. Donlon
Distinguished Visiting Professor during the Spring 2009
semester. Dr. Emerson is the immediate past director of
the US Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution,
in Tucson, Arizona. While in residence, she taught a new
graduate seminar, EST 609, Collaborative Governance for
Environmental and Natural Resource Management, part of
the Department's new Master's Program in Environmental
Studies. Other new Visiting Faculty during the 2008/09
year included Neil Patterson, Jr., Director of the Tuscarora
Nation Environmental Council, who developed and taught a
popular, new undergraduate course, EST 140, Introduction
to Native Peoples, Lands and Cultures; and Holly Dobbins,
Ph.D. candidate at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and
Public Participation, Syracuse University, teaching EST
321, Government and the Environment. The Department
is pleased to welcome two new Participating Faculty from
elsewhere at ESF: James Gibbs, Dept. of Environmental
Forest Biology, in the BS Environmental Studies program;
and Colin Beier, Adirondack Ecological Center and Dept.
of Forest and Natural Resources Managements, in the MS/
MPS Environmental Studies programs.
departures

John Felleman retired in October 2008, after 35 years of
teaching at ESF. Beginning in Landscape Architecture,
during his tenure at the College, he was Director of the
Graduate Program in Environmental Science, and later, the
Undergraduate Program in Environmental Studies. To benefit current Environmental Studies students and programs,
the Department established the John Felleman 21st Century
Environmental Challenge Fund in his honor. Tax-deductible
contributions to this Fund can be made to the ESF College
Foundation at: http://www.esf.edu/development/. Visiting
Professor John Ferrante, who has taught ENS 601, Water
Resources Management, for ESF for a number of years,
has relocated to Virginia. He remains affiliated with the
Department as Adjunct Professor.

7

new courses or concentrations

The Department completed a major update of the BS
Environmental Studies program in 2008/09: planning and
law were added to the newly expanded Environmental Policy,
Planning and Law option; environmental literature, writing, and rhetoric were added to the updated Environmental
Communication, Culture and Writing option. Beginning in
2009/10, students newly admitted to the BS Environmental
Studies program will participate in a capstone seminar
in Environmental Studies during their senior year. The
Department's new Environmental Studies master's programs
(M.S. and M.P.S.) were initiated during the 2008/09 academic year, with graduate students from around the world,
including two Ford and one Fulbright fellows. Prospects
for the programs' second year are excellent, with a record
number of applications coming in from across the US and
overseas.
a quote from the chair

These are exciting and daunting times for those concerned, as
are we, with social and cultural dimensions of environmental
sustainability. Check out the department's newly redesigned
website http://www.esf.edu/es for the latest developments. If
you're within striking distance of Syracuse, contact es-info@
esf.edu to sign up for the new, ES-ANNOUNCE listserv for
e-mail notices of upcoming public lectures and other events.
And stay tuned for news about a planned, new mentoring
program linking current students with ES alumni. Notes and
suggestions are always welcome!

Forest & Natural Resources Management
David H. Newman, Chair and Professor
FNRM continues to maintain a strong presence, both
on the campus as well as regionally and nationally. The
Department maintains the
2nd largest research program
on the campus, based on the
number of funded projects
and the value of the research
expenditures. Some of the
accomplishments of Department faculty this year include the following: Associate Professor Bob Malmsheimer was the lead author on the SAF’s
Climate Change and Forestry policy document (published
both as an entire issue of the Journal of Forestry and also as
a book); Professors Chuck Maynard and Bill Powell (EFB)
are in the process of making the first forest plantings of their
bioengineered chestnut trees; Professor Ruth Yanai did a Fall
sabbatical at the Ecosystems Center of the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole, MA while Professor Allan Drew
did a Spring sabbatical in Dominica and Costa Rica. With
respect to teaching, Professor Lianjun Zhang received the
Chancellor’s Medal for Excellence in Faculty Service and last
year, Professor Chris Nowak received the Chancellor’s Medal
for Excellence in Teaching.
new faculty

Dr. Diane Kiernan has continued teaching our introductory
statistic course for the Department as a visiting instructor.
We have also added several new adjunct faculty, including
alums Justin Culkowski and Matt Smith.
departures

Dr. Valerie Luzadis has partially transferred into an administrative position at the College as Assistant to the Provost. She
will continue to teach and do research in the Department
while working on a series of projects for the College.
Dr. Rudy Schuster left the College in December to take a position as the Chief for the Policy Analysis & Science Assistance
Branch of the US Geological Survey in Fort Collins, CO.
Dr. Laura Lautz left the College in August to take a position
at Syracuse University in the Department of Earth Science.
In an innovative arrangement, she still teaches her Watershed
Hydrology course for the Department. On a side note, Laura
gave birth to twins this past April.
Mr. Nasri Abdel-Aziz will be taking a year’s leave of absence
this coming year. He will spend the year teaching calculus
courses at the University of Qatar.
new courses or concentrations

Following the reorganization of the Natural Resources
Management major last year, the faculty approved a major
reorganization of the Forest Resources Management degree
program. Key changes included an increase in the number of
continued on page 8
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Department Updates, continued from page 7

free electives to make it easier for students to transfer into the
major, facilitate the ability of 1-1-2 students to actually finish
their program in 4 years, and to allow students to take minors.
We also created a new forestry minor. We believe this minor will be of particular interest to forest health and wildlife
students as well as our own natural resource management
students. This goes along with our other approved minors in
water resources and recreation resources. This year, we will be
implementing two additional minors in urban forestry and
vegetation management.
a quote from the chair

As in past years, the College will hold a reception at this
year’s SAF convention in Orlando in October and we look
forward to seeing alums in the region there.

Landscape Architecture
Richard Hawks, Chair and Professor
On April 25, 2009, Robert G.
Reimann passed away peacefully at age 80, with his family
by his side. Many alumni and
faculty throughout the college knew Bob, so I decided to
print my eulogy. Bob’s longtime business partner Steve
Buechner initiated a scholarship in Bob’s memory. As a
result, we have received generous gifts from Steve, Joe and Vicki Hibbard, Keith Wagner,
Ricardo Dumont, George Curry and Ken Gifford. We are
close to permanently endowing a scholarship.
If anyone would like to make a contribution to the
scholarship fund in Bob’s memory, please contact me at
315-470-6544, or Development Officer Dana Piwinski
315-470-6538.
Robert Reimann Eulogy, May 2, 2009
I woke up Sunday morning the day after Bob’s passing
and told my wife I had not slept well. I dreamt I had been
asked to speak at Bob’s funeral. Soon afterward his son Sean
called to tell me that Bob had requested that I give part of the
Eulogy. It may sound like a strange reaction but we both began to laugh. We laughed because it was quintessential Bob,
the teacher and mentor, giving me an assignment that will
terrify and challenge me causing me to think can I do this,
am I up to the task. Sean and I agreed it was vintage Bob, so
please bear with me if I stumble through my comments.
I knew Bob for over 40 years. First as my professor; then
as a colleague. There will be a lot of speakers today so I am
going to limit my comments to Bob the Landscape Architect,
and the professor.
Bob believed deeply in the profession of landscape architecture. He was among a handful of people in the nation that
had the vision to see what this fledgling profession could
become. He received the highest honors including his induction as a Fellow into the American Society of Landscape
Architects. He was instrumental in creating some of the
most important organizations in the profession including
Sigma Lambda Alpha Honor Society which recognizes the
accomplishments of landscape architecture students, the
Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture, and the
Landscape Architecture Foundation.
Steve Buechner told me the story about Bob whispering to him at their graduation “when you get your registration call me and we’ll start a firm”. In 1969 they founded
the firm Reimann Buechner Partnership. Nobody has had
a more loyal friend and colleague than Steve Buechner.
Many of the practitioners in this room trace their roots
back to the firm and many of his projects enrich the New
York landscape. To see Bob at work on a design was poetry
in motion. He was a designer’s designer using layer upon
layer of trace in his wonderful flowing graphic style. Every
line he drew was a thing of beauty. He taught many of us
to see the landscape with new eyes, particularly in the way
that he molded the land, seamlessly combining function
and beauty. Bob helped you see in ways you had never before; such as when he told me that he preferred Cazenovia
over Skaneateles because the sun was not in your eyes as
you drove to work. Doug Brackett remembers how Bob
explained to him that when designing a walk, think of water flowing downhill. These may seem like small things but
great teachers teach students profound lessons in subtle
ways. Bob said repeatedly that all activities deserve attention and we should strive for elegance even in the smallest
details. He was designing to the end. After recently seeing
a book on the projects of alum Keith Wagner, Bob asked

him to help design a pool for his backyard that he had always
wanted to build. He said to Keith “I have never been able to
find the perfect solution so it was never completed. Maybe
we can work together”.
Bob was one of the most gracious people I have ever
known. When Caroline Bailey’s daughter came to pick her
up at work Bob insisted that she and her friend join him
in the offices. In typical Bob Reimann fashion there were
candles, snacks and refreshments and as Caroline recounted
he hung on every word and made her daughter feel very special. As they left the building that evening, her daughter said
“The Dean is such a Dad!” He was always thoughtful and in
fact within the last few weeks purchased a Bonsai plant and
made plans to make the long trip to Saranac Lake to personally give it to his colleague and friend, James Glavin, who is
recuperating from a stroke.
Bob was also the consummate teacher and mentor. I was
recently speaking with Vicki Hibbard who was a student of
Bob’s in the 80’s. He was her advisor during her semester in
Japan and he recently sent her copies of all the letters she
wrote some 20 plus years earlier. She said how touched she
was that he kept the letters and about how she felt her project
had not lived up to her expectations, but Bob was encouraging and imbued in her a sense of self confidence that she
still carries today. And by the way, he gave her an “A” for the
semester’s work.
The profession and the college lost a giant whose legacy
will live on in the landscapes he designed and the students
he taught.

ESF Graduate
student
research

T

he following short description of the work of a
College graduate student is being shared with
alumni and other readers to provide some insight
into the diverse research conducted at ESF. There are approximately 600 graduate students at the College, and the
following is just a small sample. This particular profile is the
result of an invitation sent to graduate students requesting
highlights of their work. More will be shared in future issues of the Alumni News.

M.S. Candidate Mark Fabian

Studying the potential ecological
and hydrological effects of the water
system in Buena Vista, Honduras

Paper & Bioprocess Engineering
Gary M. Scott, Chair and Professor
Greetings to the alumni of the
Department of Paper and Bioprocess Engineering (formerly
the Faculty of Paper Science
and Engineering at SUNYESF). It has been an exciting
year for the department, especially with the completion of a
two-year renovation project to
update the water system (new
copper pipes), new ceilings,
new lighting, and updated restroom facilities. The faculty,
staff and students are happy to be back in their spaces in
Walters Hall after having to move out for the renovation,
which included abatement for asbestos throughout the
building.
In Fall 2007, we welcomed one of the largest incoming classes into the Paper Engineering, Paper Science, and
Bioprocess Engineering programs in many years. A total of
36 students began their studies in the department, including both freshman and transfer students. While a large
part of this growth has come from the new program in
Bioprocess Engineering, we are also seeing some increased
interest in the Paper Engineering and Paper Science programs. While we have not graduated a student in the new
program of Bioprocess Engineering yet, we expect our
first graduate in the program to receive his diploma in
May 2010. Our Paper Engineering graduates continue to
have great success in finding employment after graduation: they are still (as always) commanding the highest
starting salaries of any program on campus. We expect
this demand to continue into the foreseeable future as
the need and the opportunities for well-trained engineers
continues to grow.
We are excited about the upcoming 50th anniversary of
the Syracuse Pulp and Paper Foundation (SPPF) in 2010.
In 1960, representatives from the pulp and paper industry
came together to form SPPF in order to encourage students
to study Paper Engineering at SUNY-ESF. Since that time,
many students have benefited from the scholarships that
are offered to all students in the Paper Engineering and
Paper Science programs. We are planning on making this
a time of celebration of the continued support that SPPF
has offered students in the program. A committee of SPPF
representatives is planning the events for the celebration.
If you are interested in helping with the organization or
want more information about the event, please contact Ms.
Linda Fagan (sppf@esf.edu), the Administrative Manager
of SPPF, or myself (gscott@esf.edu). As always, watch our
website (www.esf.edu/pbe) for more information about the
celebrations, as well as keeping up to date on the events
surrounding the PBE department.
I always look forward to hearing from alumni so please
keep in touch.

Mark Fabian with villagers in Buena Vista, Honduras

Mountain streams are a common source in Central
America for community water supplies (CWS). These
streams become dewatered by the CWS during dry season low flows, with potential
Thesis Title
impacts on hydraulic gradiChanges in Hydraulic
ents, hyporheic exchange flow
Gradient, Hyporheic
(groundwater and streamExchange, and
water exchange), terrestrialPatterns of Nutrient
aquatic linkages, and nutrient
Concentration between Dry and Wet
dynamics, which may ultiSeason Flows for a
mately affect aquatic and riTropical Mountain
parian micro-ecosystems. We
Stream
will present results of a study
conducted in Buena Vista,
Degree Sought
a village in Yoro, Honduras
M.S. in Water
Resources
where the mountain stream
Engineering
was instrumented and manipulated to measure impacts of
Major Professor
a CWS. We measured stream
Prof. Ted Endreny
and groundwater levels on 48
Degrees Completed
pairs of riparian and stream
B.S. University of
piezometers and monitoring
Vermont, School of
wells, and computed vertical
Natural Resources
hydraulic gradients, hyporheic flow parameters, and nutrient patterns, as they change
with streamflow. Streamflow ranged from 15 L/s in the
wet-season high flow to about 2 L/s in the dry-season low
flow, and were dewatered to about 1 L/s. We used a hybrid
approach of GIS manipulation of elevation data, an open
channel model, a groundwater model, and a solute transport model to examine patterns of hyporheic exchange. We
are finding minimal effects of changes to stream flow on
hydraulic gradients and hyporheic exchange flow at points
along the study reach, but larger effects when examining
the reach as a whole. We are also exploring mixing models
to assess the extent to which hyporheic exchange migrated
to and from the creek to adjacent riparian zones.
This project is funded by a grant from the National
Science Foundation Program of Chemical, Bioengineering,
Environmental, and Transport Systems. 1
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A SUCCESS

2009 T-shirt Design Contest

T

his past winter, Small Stores, the ESF
College Bookstore, held its student Tshirt design contest. This competition,
which takes place every other year, encourages ESF students to design a logo that will be
used on a T-shirt to be carried by Small Stores.
This year, 24 students participated by submitting creative and inspired designs. Once all of
the entries were received, they were posted on
boards in Small Stores and were voted on by
other students, faculty, and staff. The entries
were listed by number, rather than by the name
of the artist, and voters were asked to rate their
first, second, and third favorite choices. Winning first place in this year’s competition was
Sophomore Natalie Scheibel’s design. The
logo designed by Senior Lydia Faller came in
a close second, and Senior Thomas Shiah’s illustration placed third. Small Stores Manager Stacey Messina said, “We had a great response to the contest this year. The students
get excited about this because they can design and choose what they’d like to wear, versus
something that we would pick out for them.”
The T-shirts bearing Natalie’s winning design have been a huge hit in Small Stores! If
you’d like to purchase one, please see page 13, Item K.

TICKET PURCHASE SUPPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS

PGA Golf Tickets Available

P

GA golf tickets for the Turning Stone Tournament are available, and your ticket
purchase supports scholarships. For the third year, the ESF Alumni Association is
selling tickets to the PGA sanctioned tournament at the Turning Stone Resort in
nearby Oneida, NY. Like previous years, every penny paid for tickets will be returned to
the Alumni Association to support its scholarship programs. New for this year is a flat
rate ticket price of $25 and you do not need to specify which day you plan to use your
ticket. Therefore, if you plan to take in two days of the tournament but are not sure
which two days, just order two tickets for $50 and you can use them as you wish. Your
$50 purchase will, in turn, provide $50 for scholarships.
The dates of the tournament are September 28 to October 4, 2009. The first two
days (Monday and Tuesday) are practice rounds, Wednesday is the Pro-Am, and actual
competition is October 1-4, 2009. Tickets are good for Wednesday through Sunday. The
tournament attracts professional golfers from around the world and has become a premier late summer early fall event on the PGA tour with a purse in excess of one million
dollars. Contact the Alumni Office for the necessary forms to order tickets. Tickets will
be on sale via the Alumni Office until September 16, 2009.

COSTA RICA

Trip Planned for 2010
After two successful Eco-tourism trips to the Galapagos
Islands and then to Alaska, the Alumni Association is once
again teaming up with Nature Discoveries to plan a trip to
a distant location with environmental attractions. This time,
the site is Costa Rica, rich in natural beauty and fascinating
fauna. With a trip planned for March, it will also offer a
welcome change in climate for those living in the northern
latitudes. Actual dates are March 25 to April 3, 2010.
Alumni interested in taking this trip should notify the
Alumni Office alumni@esf.edu or call 315-470-6632 and
their names will be placed on a list as further information
becomes available. (An itinerary is now available and will be
sent to those who request it.)
Nature Discoveries, our Eco-tourism partner, has a stellar
reputation for taking care of our alumni as well as providing
exceptional experiences for all their clients

ALUMNI DUES
Do you enjoy the Alumni News? Have you ever attended an alumni
event? Have you paid Alumni Dues or become a Life Member?
We rely on alumni support to finance alumni activities. When you
get your dues request in August, please respond positively.
We cannot have an alumni program without you!

SUNY ESF Alumni Office
219 Bray Hall
One Forestry Drive
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 470-6632 • Fax: 470-4833
alumni@esf.edu

The 16th Annual
ESF Golf Tournament

O

ur annual golf tournament for student
scholarships will be held on Thursday, September 17th at a new venue, the Highland
Park Golf Club in Auburn, NY. We are looking for
both sponsors and players! Sponsorships are available
from $500 - $3,000, and individual players are $90.
For more information, contact the Alumni Office at
315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.
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Class of 2009

Graduating Student Survey

A

s commencement approached for the Class of 2009,
we decided to ask our graduating students to reflect
on their experiences at ESF, as well as speculate about
their futures. We contacted the entire Senior Class and posed
the questions below. Published here is a sample of the responses that we received. Congratulations to our newest
group of alumni!
1. Hometown?
8. If you had to do it over
again, would you go to
2. Major?
ESF?
3. How did you learn
9.
Same major?
about ESF?
4. What are your plans for 10. What surprised you the
most after becoming a
the next year?
student at ESF?
5. What course or profes11.
If you had some advice
sor stands out as you
for incoming students,
approach graduation?
what would it be?
Why?
12. What would you like
6. Where do you hope to
alumni to know about
be 10 years from now?
the College in 2009?
Doing what?
13.
Anything else?
7. Who has influenced
you the most in your
years at ESF?

Laura Hahn
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

JIgnan Lu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

Cicero, New York
Chemistry (Biochemistry)
High school summer camp at ESF's Cranberry Lake station.
Graduate school at MIT.
I wouldn't say there's any particular professor or class
that stands out as I approach graduation. There are
many classes and professors helped me along the way to
reach my goal and help me approach graduation.
Dr. Kieber (my academic advisor)
Dr. Nomura (my research advisor)
Dr. Webster, Dr. Boyer, Dr. Caluwe (guided me through
academic choices)
Every ESF professor played an important role in my college life by teaching me, guiding me and advising me to
the right path.
I hope to be a professor at Cal. Tech., Harvard, MIT, Princeton,
Yale, Stanford, or UC Berkeley 10 years from now.
Dr. Kieber and Dr. Nomura. They both believed in my
ability and encouraged me to do my best while still keep
my good personality. They themselves are great examples
of that and I learned so much from them.
Yes, I would. The chemistry department at ESF is really
great and prepared me for many things outside of the
department. Also, the school's small, so there is a lot of
student and faculty interaction. That's important as an
undergraduate. So yes, I would totally go to ESF again
if I was given the choice.
Yes, but maybe I would double major in both
Biochemistry and Biotechnology.
The state funding has decreased a lot and being a chemistry major there are not a lot of electives open for us
(lots of elective class conflicts with required classes),
and we are only allowed to take 6 credits of SU classes
throughout the 4 years, that's too limited.
If you are a chemistry major, plan your schedule of
classes ahead of time. There are many required chemistry classes that are only offered once a year and they will
conflict with other electives you want to take. So you
really need to be on top of planning out all four years.
One little mistake will cause you to be staying here at
ESF another year.
We love ESF!!!

12.

13.

Clarence, NY
Natural History and Interpretation
I received a grant from the Melinda Gray Ardia
Foundation to go to Cranberry Lake when I was in high
school. I went and studied stoneflies in Sucker Brook. I
was hooked.
I will be co-directing McClean Summer camp at
Lime Hollow Center for Environment and Culture in
Cortland, NY.
Ron Giegerich. Taxidermy Class. What a fun and hands on
experience. I think it should be required for certain majors.
I hope to be running a natural farm and culture education center for adults and children.
John Turbeville. He always has time for you.
You bet. There is nowhere else for me.
Probably, it's the closest thing to what I want to do.
CITY LIFE!
It's hard and it does get a little harder, you just get better at it. If you need help, ask for it, just don't expect to
be spoon-fed. And for God's sake, DO NOT have your
parents call the school when you are doing bad in class.
Get out of bed, get a tutor or find some help. Learn to
help yourself.
It's changing very much. The type of student is different. It really isn't a forestry college anymore, per-se. It is
a science college.
GO Class of ’09! See ya at CHUCK’S!

Timothy Mayhew
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clifton Park, New York
Landscape Architecture
Online research.
I hope to work in a firm on sustainable technology projects.
Richard Hawks and Tony Miller have been a great help
in both my off-campus experience and career aspirations
after graduation.
6. I hope to be in a position in a firm where I can work on
a broad range of projects, licensed, or possibly starting
a firm of my own.
7. My biggest influence has been Robin Hoffman and
Richard Hawks.
8. Yes, the off-campus experience was amazing and the
professors are down to earth and approachable. Always
eager to help students in any way.
9. Yes
10. I was surprised at some of the outdated facilities. I wish
there were better studios where we are not limited to our
space and tools available.
11. Get to know the professors personally, they are all really great
people, highly knowledgeable, and always want to help.
12. Alumni should know? The school has a great reputation
because of the success of our alumni, continue to do
great work, acknowledge your roots at ESF.

(L to R): Tim’s father Mark Mayhew, mother Michelle Mayhew,
Tim ’09, and Professor Tony Miller ‘72. Tim is taking a month off
after graduating and will seek employment later this summer.

Sarah Sumoski

(L to R): Laura’s sister Kim Hahn, her father Russ Hahn, mother
Bernice Hahn, Laura ’09, and Ray Filley ’10 in front of the Moon
Library EFB reception. Laura has a position as a counselor at a
nature camp.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sarah Barnes

5.

1.
2.
3.

6.

Greene, NY
Environmental Science
I learned about ESF during my freshman year (H.S.)
in Earth Science, and again during my senior year
(H.S.) when I was in the New Vision Agriculture and
Environmental Science program.
4. Finding a job relevant to my major.
5. Dr. Hassett, he is my advisor and he was very kind to
me, helping me arrange credits when I transferred and
just being helpful when it came to advising weeks.
6. Hopefully working in a related field to my degree.
7. My family
8. Yes.
9. Perhaps, but I might have tried to do a minor in
Natural Resources Management while majoring in
Environmental Science
10. The fact that ESF is a widely known school, but not
many people in the Syracuse area even know it exists!
11. Don't procrastinate.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

Jignan Lu ’09 and
Alex Mueller at the
Spring Awards Banquet in April.

13.

Center Valley, PA
Conservation Biology
A random college search website
I am going to be going to graduate school at the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science College of William and Mary
studying seagrass restoration on the Chesapeake Bay.
Everything done at Cranberry Lake - I felt as though it
transformed me into a true environmentalist and scientist. It was exactly why I went to ESF.
I'm not sure, hopefully I will have a job that I love and
be working outdoors.
Mostly my friends, their outgoing personalities when it
comes to jobs inspired me to do the same and get similar experiences. Also, countless professors have greatly
impacted my college experiences by helping with classes
and internships.
I wouldn't have it any other way - although it would be
nice if it was in a warmer climate!
Most likely.
I realized how much I really do love the outdoors, camping, and our environment, and I learned how much of
an impact humans are really making on our world and
how important it is to change that and alter our lifestyles to protect our planet and future generations.
Enjoy every second and take advantage of everything
the school has to offer. Also, make friends with as many
people as possible, because you will most likely be interacting with them at some point in your career.
We are spirited, spunky, fun, outgoing, dedicated, and
friends, we will be the change that needs to be seen in
the world.
I'll miss it here!
Kevin Campbell and
Sarah Sumoski at the
Spring Awards Banquet,
held at the OnCenter
on April 18, 2009.

(L to R): Sarah’s mother Debbie Barnes, Dr. James Hassett,
Sarah ’09, and Sarah’s father David Barnes. Sarah has a job as
a research assistant with Dr. Chad Dawson at ESF.
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2009 Senior Reunion Weekend

E

ach spring, the ESF Alumni Association coordinates
a Senior Reunion Weekend for alumni who graduated 50 years ago or earlier. This year, members of the
Classes of 1949, 1954, and 1959 revisited campus on the
weekend of June 4th, 5th, and 6th. Alumni who returned
to Syracuse for this special weekend received updates about
their college, took part in a number of exciting activities,
shared photos and stories, and rekindled friendships with
classmates.
Kicking off this year’s Senior Reunion Weekend was a
cocktail reception and dinner held on Thursday night, June
4th in the Alumni Lounge in Marshall Hall. All of the returning classes merged together for this affair, held at the site
of many events throughout the years. During the social hour,
alumni enjoyed cocktails and hors d’oeuvres while reuniting
with each other and mingling with College faculty and staff.
Alumni Association President David Tessier ‘68 officially
welcomed the group back to campus before class photos were
taken. (Following the weekend, framed class photos and cdroms of additional images were mailed to participating alumni as a memento of the fun times).
After the class photos and a sit-down dinner, President
Neil Murphy formally welcomed the alumni to the reunion
and made some brief remarks about the exciting developments underway at the College. After this, John Winieski
’59, Dale Travis ’59, and Dick Rounseville ’59 presented
a special plaque to Dr. Murphy. The plaque commemorates
those alumni who lost their lives in the Viet Nam and Korean
wars and will be displayed in the Bray Hall Rotunda.
Following this moving presentation, Alumni Director
Justin Culkowski ’73 singled out one alumnus, in particular, who helped to make this year’s reunion such a success. Due to
the incred1
ible efforts
of
Chuck

Donner ’59, this year’s 50-year class was the largest to return

to campus ever! Over the past three years, Chuck tracked
down every single one of his classmates and encouraged
them to attend their reunion. As a result, we were thrilled
to host 55 alumni and guests from the Class of 1959. Thank
you again, Chuck!
At this point, the Class of ‘59 took part in a popular reunion tradition where each took the microphone and recalled
such things as their first and last jobs, their favorite professor
and/or memory of the College, and the number of children
and grandchildren each had. The evening ended with a rousing rendition of the Song of the Frosh Forester!
Friday’s busy schedule of events began with breakfast in
the Moon Library conference room, hosted by President
Murphy. As the alumni enjoyed eggs, bacon, sausage, French
toast, muffins, fruit, and coffee, President Murphy updated
the group on current College happenings. He noted the
College’s rankings in the press, student accomplishments,
enrollment figures, research projects, faculty achievements
and answered questions. Following breakfast, alumni were
able to attend specialized tours of campus. One tour was led
through the Roosevelt Wildlife Collection, another toured
the campus greenhouses, Pulp & Paper Foundation Director
Linda Fagan gave a guided look at the paper-making facilities, and Drs. Chuck Maynard and Bill Powell hosted an
American Chestnut Foundation Seedling Tour where alumni learned about the progress being made in restoring the
American Chestnut to its former glory.
After the tours, the group headed back to Moon Library
for lunch and a presentation by the College’s Dean of
Research, Dr. Neil Ringler. Dr. Ringler brought the alumni
up to date on current research projects with a very entertaining PowerPoint presentation. Following lunch, alumni
boarded the bus and departed for a tour of B&B Lumber in
nearby Jamesville, NY, which is owned and operated by ESF
alums Jeff ‘72 and Gary Booher ‘67. There, the group
2

4

7

10

5

8

11

11

was offered a behind-the-scenes look at the lumber business
by fellow-alum and Professor Emeritus Hugh Canham
‘60. Those who chose not to attend the tour of B&B went
on a dendrology walk through Oakwood Cemetery. Alumni
commented that this was a fun way to “test” their memories of the scientific names of trees and plants! After the
walk, Department Chairs Gary Scott (Paper and Bioprocess
Engineering), Richard Hawks (Landscape Architecture), and
David Newman (Forestry) met alumni in Moon Library and
gave them brief updates on their respective departments.
On Friday evening, Dick Garrett ’59 hosted the Class
of 1959 at his home for an outdoor picnic while the rest
of the visiting alumni joined the Alumni Association Board
of Directors for dinner at the historic Lincklaen House in
Cazenovia, NY. Once again, the alumni in attendance were
offered the chance to catch up with each other while also
mingling with the members of the Board.
The weekend’s schedule of events continued on Saturday.
Some alumni took in the local sites while others opted to travel
to Cranberry Lake in the Adirondacks where so many bonds
of friendship and camaraderie have been formed throughout
the years. The weather was perfect, and participants were able
to enjoy the natural surroundings and were treated to lunch
at Barber Point before heading back to campus.
Senior Reunion Weekend officially wrapped up on
Saturday night when the 50th year class, the Class of 1959,
held a special dinner of their own in the Moon Library
Conference Room. After taking the time to socialize and
make plans to get together in the future, the alums took the
stage one final time to address “interview questions” posed
by Alumni Director Justin Culkowski. After everyone shared
their recollections about the College and updated the group
on where their lives had taken them throughout the past 50
years, the evening ended with one last performance of Song
of the Frosh Forester and the Syracuse Alma Mater.
The 2009 Senior Reunion Weekend was a great success
and was enjoyed by all. It is clear that bonds formed between
classmates at ESF last a lifetime, and there is no better time
to celebrate these special relationships than during Senior
Reunion Weekend. 1
photos continued on next page
3

1

This is the plaque produced by Dale
Travis ’59 and presented to College
President, Dr. Neil Murphy, at the Senior Alumni Dinner.

2

Jack Winieski ’59, Dick Rounsville
’59, and Dale Travis ’59 unveiled the
plaque presented by the Class of 1959
to remember those who died on military
duty in the Korean and Viet Nam wars.

3

Dr. Chuck Maynard discusses American Chestnut seedlings that were recently transplanted to a plot at the College’s forest.

4

Dick Milanese ’59 poses in front of
the ESF bus that brings alumni to campus for a full day of reunion activities
on Friday.

5

Paul Luchsinger ’59 presents Dick
Garrett ’59 with an antique bottle from
the Garrett Wine Co. Dick hosted all of
his classmates at his home for a picnic
on Friday evening.

6

Jack Winieski ’59 and Chuck Brooks
’59 prepared a slide show for the 50year reunion dinner on Saturday night.

7

Alumni from the Pulp and Paper curriculum pose with Linda Fagan (left)
of the Syracuse Pulp & Paper Foundation, and Department Chair Gary Scott
(right).

8

The Class of ’59 gathered at Dick Garrett’s
home for a picnic on Friday evening.

9

Alumni toured the B&B Lumber Co. in
nearby Jamesville, NY as part of Friday’s program.

6

9

12

10 Moon Library is the venue for the

Class of 1959 dinner on Saturday evening. Here, alumni and guests enjoy a
cocktail reception before dinner.

11 Bob Schenck ’59 flips through a scrap-

book from the late 1950s.

12 ESF Graduate student Catherine Lan-

dis (left) leads alumni on a walking tour
of Oakwood Cemetery.

12
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SENIOR REUNION WEEKEND
1

2

4

5

7

9

8
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1

Terry Ettinger, ESF’s Greenhouse Manager, leads senior alumni on a tour of the campus greenhouses.

2

George Booth ’49 and Stu Hosler ’52 visit at the
Lincklaen House in Cazenovia, NY.

3

Don Potter ’59, Bert and Jack Winieski ’59 catch up
at the Class of 1959 Dinner in Moon Library.

4

The wives enjoyed themselves, too! Jackie Rounseville, Peggy Brooks, and Bert Winieski at the Class
of 1959 Dinner on Saturday evening.

5

Jan Vrooman and Sal Strods are both Landscape
Architecture alumni from the Class of 1959.

6

Lori and Charlie Frommer ’59 greet Dick Garrett ’59
at the 50-year class dinner.

7

Pat and Chuck Donner ’59. Chuck was instrumental
in encouraging his fellow classmates to attend their
50-year reunion. He managed to locate every single
one of his classmates from the Class of ’59! Thank
you, Chuck!

8

Class President Dick Rounseville ’59 toasts his class
on Saturday evening and announces plans for a Class
Gift to the College.

9

Janet and Alex Bobreski ’49 at the Lincklaen House
dinner. The Bobreski’s traveled from Port Saint Lucie,
FL to attend Alex’s 60th Reunion!

10

10 Dr. William Powell describes the process of developing a disease-resistant American Chestnut.
11 Dr. Susan Anagnost (4th from the left), Chair of the
Construction Management and Wood Products Engineering Department, leads a tour through Baker
Laboratory.
12 Alumni Association Board Member Jim Goulet ’72
chats with Pat and George Booth ‘49 at the Friday
evening dinner.
13 Alumni Association Director Justin Culkowski ’73
with Joyce and Ken Osthus ’54 at the Board-sponsored dinner in Cazenovia.
11

12

13
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A. Ladies Floral Hooded Sweatshirt

You’ll look great in our ladies pullover hoodie
featuring a sewn on ESF applique with a floral
design. Available in black and bright green—
the hottest colors of the summer.
Sizes: S–XL

B. Table of Elements T-shirt

C. Comfort Twill T-shirt

SUNY ESF isn’t just a great school, it’s
also part of the table of elements. You'll
just feel the “chemistry” when you wear
this great shirt! Available in soft red,
charcoal and green.

This T-shirt features
a bold cotton twill
design across the
front. Available
in gray, green and
brown.

Sizes: S–XXL

Price: $40.00

Sizes: S–XXL

Price: $15.00

Price: $20.00

L. Golf Shirt

Look great on the links in our 100%
cotton golf shirt. Available in Tan.

E. Repeating ESF T-shirt

Not to repeat ourselves, but ESF is a
great college, anyway you put it—we
just happen to put it in the shape of a
maple leaf! Available in black and gray.

D. Stainless Mug

A perfect companion for
those summer car rides.
Keep beverages hot or cold
with our stainless steel
travel mug.

Sizes: S–XXL
Price: $15.00

Price: $10.00

Sizes: S–XXL
Price: $25.00

G. Leaf Brim Hat

Tan with an embroidered SUNY
ESF patch and a maple leaf on
the brim and an adjustable strap
in the back.
Price: $17.00

I. Mousepad
F. ¼ Zip Outback Hoodie

Our fabric mousepads
measure 7.5 x 8.5 with a
4-color full bleed photo
of the ESF pond—
designed and implemented
by an ESF student!

Our Outback Hoodie is
a ¼ zip pull-over with
a front pocket and a
lined hood. Available
in green.

Price: $6.00

Sizes: S–XXL

H. Rain Poncho

This year’s winner of our student design T-shirt
contest truly captured the essence of ESF. With a
great 4-color design on the back featuring all aspects
of the College and a simple left chest design on the
front, this T-shirt is definitely a winner! Available in
white, yellow and blue.

Our ESF rain poncho
is perfect for those
sudden summer thunderstorms. Folds into
its own carrying
case so it’s small
enough to bring
anywhere!

Sizes: S–XL

Price: $5.00

K. Student Design T-shirt

Price: $40.00

J. Infant Onesie

Start them off right with our “Born to
Be Green” onesie. Available in white,
yellow, pink, blue and green. All items
are 100% cotton and the green is
made from organic cotton.

Price: $15.00

Sizes: Newborn, 6M and 12M
Price: $14.00

ESF Logo Merchandise Order Form

Item Name

Color

Size

Qty.

Price/Item

Total

Complete this form. Mail it, along with a check (payable
to ESF Alumni Association), money order, or credit card
information to the address listed below. You may also fax
your order.
Mail: ESF Alumni Office		
1 Forestry Drive
Syracuse, NY 13210-2785

Fax: 315-470-6994

Totaling Your Order
1. Total Clothing Amount

Name

2. Add $2 for each XXL size ordered
3. Add lines 1 & 2

Address
City			

4. Total Non-Clothing Amount
State

Zip

5. Shipping & Handling

Orders under $25, add $3
Orders between $25 & $50, add $5
Orders over $50, add $7

E-mail

My check or money order is enclosed
(Payable to ESF Alumni Association)
Please charge my credit card
Visa � MasterCard � Discover

� American Express

i.e. Bamboo Keychain

Based on sum of lines 3 & 4.

Daytime Phone

Method of Payment

Credit Card Number 			

Exp. Date

Signature

6. Add Non-Clothing and S&H amounts
Shipping Address (if different than above)

7. NY State Residents add sales tax
4% tax on clothing items
Tax sum on line 3

Name

8% tax on non-clothing items and S&H
Tax sum on line 6

Address
City			

Amount due
State

Zip

Sum of lines 3, 4, 5, & 7

Thank you for your order!
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Alumni news

Spring Alumni Events Attract Hundreds

T

his spring there were three special regional events
conducted by the Alumni Association. Each one
was different from the other but each had a teaching
component where alumni and their guests had something of
an academic experience in addition to the usual socializing.
Alumni in Central New York were the first group to enjoy an
Alumni Association gathering.
On April 16th, nearly 150 alumni and guests were truly
treated to a venue very few have seen. Located about 30 miles
west of Syracuse is the impressive Savannah Dhu nature
preserve. This privately owned 5,000 acre nature preserve,
which sits next to the famous Montezuma Wildlife sanctuary, is the retreat and concept of Syracuse real estate developer, Robert Congel. The Alumni Association’s President,
David Tessier ’68, was in a meeting with Mr. Congel when
the invitation was extended to have alumni visit this fabulous
facility. Alumni had the opportunity to hike the property,
see wildlife - including many waterfowl on the numerous
ponds, and then tour the two massive structures that remind
you of the great camps of the Adirondacks. Dinner consisted
of venison, lake trout, or a vegetarian dish with the majority
of the meal originating right on the property. This exclusive
preserve is available by invitation only, and the alumni who
were lucky enough to attend the Central New York Alumni
Dinner, were eager to snap photos and just take in the luxurious surroundings. A highlight of the event was the conferring of the Alumni Association’s Outstanding Service Award
to Neil and Joanne Murphy and also the presentation to the

Alumni Association’s Memorial Scholarship Awards to some
absolutely terrific students.
A few weeks later, alumni in Philadelphia had another nature-themed event but this time at a winery. The
date was May 14th, and through the local organizing talents of James Blake ‘04, Kyle Kolwaite ‘06, Darren
Damone’02 and Nate Hommel ‘02, plus several others,
alumni were the exclusive guests at the Crossing Vineyard
in Washington Crossing, PA. This quaint vineyard and winery is located in this beautiful little town, best known for
its role in the Revolutionary War. A few pictures taken by
Darren Damone and displayed here will give you an idea of
the beauty that alumni enjoyed. Further, the alumni were
given a tour of the facility which produces some award winning wines. The vineyard also boasts a sustainable operation
making it a learning experience as well. Following the tours,
approximately 50 alumni enjoyed a picnic style dinner in the
renovated barn that is the main building for wine tasting and
events. James Blake presented a framed certificate to College
President Neil Murphy, thanking him for his leadership at
ESF. The Philadelphia Office of engineering firm, O’Brien
and Gere, helped sponsor this event and the Association is
grateful for their financial support.
Just one week later, in Hartsdale, New York, in Westchester
County, 70 alumni returned to the Scarsdale Country Club
for a fine night of socializing, dining, and learning. By way
of Charles Pound ’41, a member of the Country Club,
alumni have enjoyed this facility and all its amenities
1

1

The magnificent Pines Lodge with Conference Barn in the
background at Savannah Dhu, site of the 2009 CNY Dinner.

2

Alumni President, Dave Tessier '68 leads a group of alumni across
a foot bridge at Savannah Dhu

3

Anne Papageorge '83, Darren Damone '02 and Jimmy Blake '04
at the Philadelphia event.

4

Beautiful gardens greeted alumni at the Philadelphia event.
Note the vineyard in the background.

5

Dan Sorenson '05 (right) with Scarsdale Club manager, Jennifer
DeSantis and chef. The dinner was outstanding.

6

Another ESF legacy–Louis Fusco '81, his wife, Ann Marie Fusco,
and son, Paul Fusco at the Scarsdale Country Club. Paul is a
student at ESF.

3

2

5

every few years and this year’s event was among the very
best in memory. Alumni Association First Vice President,
Preston Gilbert ’73, greeted the alumni on behalf of the
Association’s President, David Tessier, who could not attend.
He then introduced Carnegie Foundation Professor of the
Year, George Curry. Curry’s research on the landscape and
grounds surrounding Franklin Roosevelt’s estate, Hyde Park,
was brought to the alumni via a freshly produced lecture that
boasted numerous historical images of the estate and the role
the College and its staff played in its development. Prior to
the lecture, alumni enjoyed delicious food in copious quantities as well as a social hour in the magnificent main dining
room at the Country Club. Charles Pound had literally just
returned from a trip to Africa to host the group of alumni
and friends. Thanks are extended to him for his hospitality.
Everyone agreed they would like to come back again,
which is the case for all these spring events. The Alumni
Association attempts to reach out to alumni by holding these
and other events. If you have some ideas for a site, particularly if there is an opportunity for some “learning experience,”
please contact the Alumni Office. Sites mentioned for fall
2009 and 2010 include Boston, Raleigh, NC, Albany, NY
and Florida but if you live elsewhere and want to assist with
an event, by all means contact the Alumni Office. An event
in Philadelphia and another in Metro New York will probably be held as loyal alumni there have taken these functions
to heart and want to continue them. 1

4

6
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MORE EVENT PHOTOS!

2

15
3

1

4

5

8

9

11

1 Kate and Mark Weider '73 drove

8 Alumni were offered a tour of the

2 Art Eschner '50, Keith Butters '63,

9 Tracey Corbitt '88 and guest

from Rochester to attend the CNY
Dinner.
and Arnie Lanckton '61 at the CNY
Dinner.

3 Cliff '68 and Marie Buckley, John

and Terry Klosowski at the CNY
Dinner in April.

4 Jerrie and Neil Brownell '64 at the

CNY Dinner at Savannah Dhu.

5 Robert Hick '54 with Dr. Murphy.
6 Bob and Mary Margaret Wall '47

enjoy the alumni and surroundings
of Savannah Dhu.

7 Gisela and Clyde Hunt '58 enjoy

the dinner at the winery near
Philadelphia.

6

vineyard and a wine tasting at the
Crossing Vineyard in Pennsylvania.
speaker, George Curry.

10 ESF College Foundation Board

Member Diana Bendz '68, her
daughter, Alumni Memorial
Scholar Katherina Bendz Searing,
and Gerald Bendz celebrate
Katherina's award at the Central
New York Dinner.

11 Paul Walsh '03 with fiance' Naomi

Burt and Norman Roth '74 on the
grounds at Savannah Dhu.

7

10
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CLass notes

• Those alumni reported as deceased are listed in the
“In Memoriam” column below. If we received additional
information and/or an obituary, it may be found in the
individual’s class year.
• These class notes were received by the ESF Alumni Office
before June 12, 2009. The next issue of the Alumni News
will have a deadline of January 31, 2010.
• Photos are always welcome.
•  
Please print notes legibly, especially e-mail addresses,
and limit to 100 words.
• Ranger School graduates are welcome to submit notes. The
Alumni News is sent to all graduates of the College, including
those of the Ranger School.

IN MEMORIAM
Leroy Stevens, 1936
Samuel Grober, 1938
Harold Madison, 1938
Allan Black, 1939
Aladino Duke, 1939
Jack Tedrick, 1940
Anthony Bellucci, 1943
E. Winton Perkins, 1943
John Veenschoten, 1949
Irving Miller, 1952
Basil Goerner, 1954

Robert Reimann, 1954
Murray Valentine, 1954
Frederic Leavitt, 1956
Arthur Sundt, 1959
Richard Williams, 1960
Douglas Keib, 1965
Malcolm Coulter, 1966
James Chanatry, 1974
Robert Chamberlain, 1980
Melissa Rowe, 1985
Kevin Darrow, 1989

1931
Zigmond "Zig" Zasada (WPE) celebrated his 100th
birthday on May 1, 2009. His son, John Zasada, writes,
“After graduating from ESF, my father worked for many
years with the U.S. Forest Service. After retiring from the
USFS, he worked at the University of Minnesota. He remains interested in forestry and life in general! He lives
alone and relatively independently with some day-to-day
help from family and local organizations...but he still
drives, and pretty well, too! He figures he can't die while
his driver's license is valid, and that is good until 2012! He
did attend his 75th class reunion a few years ago - not sure,
but he must be your oldest living alum. If not, there can't
be many that are older! He is a loyal Syracuse grad and follows the fate of the football and basketball teams."

1938
Alfred Klayman (WPE) writes, “On April 7, 2009, I’ll be

95 & still going strong. No walking aids & unfortunately
no sex. How many older alumni are there?”

Harold Madison (FOR) passed away on March 13, 2009.

He was a graduate of Cherry Creek High School and after
attaining his degree from ESF, was employed by the New
York State Conservation Department as district ranger,
retiring in 1977. Harold was a member of the Falconer
United Methodist Church, a 60-year member of Free and
Accepted Mason’s Fish House Lodge, and was a member
of Rotary International. Harold enjoyed gardening, raising and training horses, and riding his BMW motorcycle.
Surviving are two sons, a daughter, seven grandchildren,
and eight great-grandchildren. He was preceded in death
by his wife, Kathryn Newcomb Madison, whom he married Nov. 11, 1941, and who passed away Jan. 3, 2009,
a son, six brothers, and four sisters. Contributions may
be donated to the SUNY-ESF College Foundation or the
Alumni Association.

1939
Aladino Duke (LA) passed away on March 14, 2009 in

Springfield, VA. He was a beloved husband, father, brother,
grandfather, and great-grandfather. He proudly served his
country in the U.S. Army during World War II, and worked
diligently for the Corps of Engineers until his retirement.
Memorial donations may be made in Aladino’s memory to
the Aladino Duke Scholarship Fund at SUNY-ESF.

1942
Howard Dean (FRM) writes, “My wife Lillian and I are
still able to live independently in our own home. She is not
too well but I can take care of her okay. I spend my spare
time writing another book. Keeps me focused and busy.
Still like to get my own firewood."

A Note about Obituaries
Why aren’t there obituaries published
for every alum who is listed in the “In
Memoriam” column?
Obituaries for alumni who have passed
away are published in the Class Notes
section of the Alumni News. Unfortunately,
the Alumni Office does not have the staff
to track down obituaries for every alum
who dies. We rely on the family, friends,
and classmates of alumni to send us
obituaries so that we may share them
with the College and the community via
the Alumni News.

Please send obituaries to:
Jennifer Palladino
ESF Alumni Office
1 Forestry Drive; 219 Bray Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210-2785
When we receive the name of an alum who
has died, but do not receive an obituary, we
verify the death and publish the name and
class year in the “In Memoriam” section.

1946

1950

Edward Merkel (FRM) writes, “Still painting (art) and

Richard Hall (WPE) writes, “It’s time that I touched base

wood carving, as hobbies, since I embarked in LA at ESF,
but after ‘46 did graduate studies in entomology at USDA
grad. school (Washington, DC), University of MD, Col.
A&M (Ft. Collins), and U. of FL (Gainesville). Still help
people with their insect problem and occasionally give talks
on my experiences in forest insect surveys and research with
USFS. My wife died on September 18, 2004.”

1948
William Taylor (FRM) writes, “Only to report that at 93

I'm still going but passing out the ‘hard work’ to younger
people. The current society has strange titles nowadays for
what was then a ‘job.’ Well, I lived through it and I guess
they will too.”

1949
Gerald Hough (PSE) informs us that he married last sum-

mer and moved into her apartment at Hearthstone where
they are enjoying life together. He and his wife are healthy
and doing well for their ages. They love to travel and are
fortunate to do so.

Alan Mueser (FRM) writes, “Joseph Illick was one of my

most esteemed professors who taught our first course about
“Human Relations in Forestry.” Indeed, Joe Illick, with William P. Tolley, Chancellor of Syracuse University, both signed
my BS degree. Seems like we (at ESF) were more ‘under the
wing’ of Syracuse in those days. A good association! Versatility was an important learning by-product at ESF. At 85,
Helen and I are still at home on part of the old farm, in our
family since 1886 - without the cows anymore.”

John Veenschoten (FRM) of Erie, PA passed away on
February 20, 2009. He enrolled in the University of Montana and completed one and a half years before enlisting in
the Army Air Force in Butte, MT. He was assigned to Sioux
Falls, SD where he received training in radio operation and
then to gunnery school in Las Vegas. He was assigned to
MacDill Field in Tampa, FL where he received his phase
training in B-17 bombers. The crew was sent overseas and
John completed 30 combat missions over Europe, receiving
six air medals and the Bronze Star among other awards. Returning after the war he married his childhood sweetheart,
Muriel, and attended ESF. After graduation he returned
to Erie to open The Sportsman, a sporting goods business.
Closing the business after 20 years, he entered the fine arts
and antiques business and sold at top shows in major cities.
He became nationally known for his selection of American
period furniture, American paintings and antique weapons. John served over 25 years as a founding director of the
Erie Zoological Society, often in the capacity of curator of
animals. He was also involved with the following organizations: Head and Ski Co., National Sporting Goods Association, the Aviation Club, the Erie Yacht Club the Kahkwa
Club, the Maennerchor Club, and the Presque Isle Gun
Collectors Club. In 1985 he retired to his beloved Sanibel
Island where he and Muriel became very involved volunteers. On Sanibel Island, John was involved in the Wildlife
Committee, the Historical Committee, and the Historical
Village Site. He formed a group of men known as the Hammerheads who completely restored seven old buildings, and
served over 12 years as a planning commissioner for the city.
As a result, in 1999, he was awarded “Citizen of the Year.”
John was an avid bird and big game hunter, and made the
big trip of a lifetime to hunt in Africa. He is survived by his
wife, three daughters, and several grandchildren.

with my old school. It has been many years since I graduated from the College of Forestry. My only claim to fame was
that I won 4 varsity letters in skiing, and was co-captain of
the ski team in my senior year. My ski coach was George
Earle. No doubt today’s students would be envious if they
knew that tuition at the Forestry College was $50 a semester, including all across-campus courses. I was required to
pay for lab fees, books, and board and room. I had very
inexpensive accommodations, entirely in old houses near
the campus. In my junior year I slept in a small attic room
for $5 a month. there was enough room for a cot and a foot
locker, which I used as a dresser. The common bathroom
at the far end of the attic was free! Unfortunately, I had
no financial assistance from my parents. I was able to get
through college by working for my meals and by doing odd
jobs. My G.I. Bill benefits were reserved for law school. After graduating, I worked for a year, and then attended the
University of Michigan Law School for one summer, and
two semesters, transferring to the University of Denver for
my final two years. Skiing had everything to do with my
transfer. I was pleased to achieve straight A's my junior and
senior years at Denver (except for a B in Future Interests apparently my future was insecure). Subsequently, I worked
for the law firm that later became Phelps, Hall, Singer, and
Dunn, and retired several years ago as senior partner. I was
a member of the Winter Park Recreational Association (ski
area) Board of Trustees for about 30 years. Presently I live
with my wife and daughter in Ken Caryl Valley, southwest
of Denver. I gave up skiing about 5 years ago because of
breathing problems, particularly at altitude. Colorado ski
areas start at about 9,000 feet. I attribute much of my success to the fine education I received at the Forestry School.
Best regards! P.S. Go Orangemen!”

Everyone Has A Story
Back by popular demand in this issue is our latest
feature, “Everyone Has a Story.” We have selected
several alumni at random from among those who
paid their alumni dues or are Life Members and asked
them to fill us in on their lives since graduation as well
as their favorite memories of ESF. The idea behind this
series is to show the great diversity of our alumni:
what they do, where they live, what their opinions
are, etc. We hope that you enjoy reading the following
alumni stories! The following questions were posed to
participating alumni:

1. Name (including name you went by while at ESF,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

if different)
Your major at ESF
Degree(s) and year of graduation from ESF
Other colleges attended
Where you currently reside (city, state or country)
Current family, divorced, children, spouse, partner, etc
Current occupation/employer
Favorite or most helpful course at ESF & why
Favorite or most memorable professor
Course you wish you had taken at ESF
People you would like to hear from again (classmates, roommates, etc.)
Hobbies
Why you attended ESF?
In a few words, what does ESF mean to you how did it affect or change your life?
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CHE
DUA
EFB
ERE
ES
ES/LA
FEG
FOR
FORECON
FORZOOL
FRM
LA
PSE
RM
RS or W
WPE

Chemistry
Dual Forestry / Biology
Environmental & Forest Biology
Environmental & Resource Engineering
Environmental Science / Environmental Studies
Environmental Studies / Landscape Architecture
Forest Engineering
Forestry
Forest Economics
Forest Zoology
Forest Resource Management
Landscape Architecture
Paper Science Engineering / Pulp & Paper
Resource Management
Ranger School
Wood Products Engineering

Dean Harding (FRM) writes, “Joy and I moved in July

to a very fine retirement facility in Albany/Pine Bush area.
This place (especially the inside reception room) was designed to copy the high ceiling beams done in the Adirondack Style, similar to the big summer estates of the great
lodges. In becoming acquainted with retirees here, it is always a pleasure to learn our paths had crossed before, like
in arranging for development and operations of the 1980
Lake Placid Winter Olympics.”

Louis Olney (FRM) writes, regarding the passing of Harry Payne, “Certainly all of us are so very sorry to hear of
Harry's death. We’ve known each other for 63 years. I sat beside Harry in dozens of classes and shared many of life’s experiences. We all will miss him so very much. Alumni meetings
can't possibly be the same without him. God rest his soul.”

1951
Robert Wilson (EFB) writes, “It has been a great winter
for us skiers. Marilyn has been skiing up a storm in both
Nordic and alpine. Granddaughter Moriah (12) was 3rd
in age group for Northern VT, 6th for entire state of VT
while grandson Matt (10) was first in Northern VT (no
statewide finals for his age group). Daughters Andrea and
Lauren (US Olympic Team 1994 & 1998) are skiing this
week in Colorado. My skiing ended February 18th with a
broken hip but I'm recovering nicely. We had to cancel our
skiing trip to Gore Mountain to be with Larry and Sally
Wilke. Maybe next year!”

1954
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CHALLENGE

Attention all Alumni
The Class of 1951 challenges all
classes to surpass them in their
Sam Grober ’38
and his son, David, at
Huntington Forest a few
years ago. Sam passed
away in February.

1951 SCHOLARSHIPS
The 2009 Class of 1951 Scholarships were awarded to six
deserving students based upon their financial need, strength
of character, and exceptional record of achievement at the
College. They were selected by a committee of three alumni
from the Class of 1951: Phil Capone, Bill Duggleby, and
Jay McConnell.
Receiving awards from the Sophomore class were Lauren
Gibbs and Dean Wellington. Lauren, a native of Medford,
NJ, is an Environmental Studies major who plans to be an
environmental journalist. She is a member of ESF’s academic
honor society, Alpha Xi Sigma, where she performs community service, plans safe social events, and tutors other students.
Lauren also belongs to the Student Environmental Action
Coalition where she spreads the word on environmental activism both on campus and off. Dean hails from Arkport, NY
in the western part of the state, and is a Bioprocess Engineering
major. He was named to the President’s Honor List, and is active in campus activities such as Alpha Xi Sigma, the Ski Club,
and the Hip/Hop Dance Club. Prior to his enrollment at
ESF, Dean earned 26 college credits through accelerated high
school classes that he took, and coordinated an international
exchange program with a group of teens from Aviles, Spain.
Recipients from the Junior class were Pamela Aracena
and Calla DiStefano. Pamela’s hometown is Miami, FL and
she is an Environmental Resources and Forest Engineering
major. Pamela is involved in Alpha Xi Sigma and the Syracuse
University Breakdance Club. This summer she is interning
at Camp, Dresser & McKee, an environmental engineering
firm. Pamela has volunteered with the Easter Seals of South
Florida since 2007. Calla, a Conservation Biology major, is a

Class Gift programs. Their total to
date is approaching $150,000!

native of Rochester, NY. She has volunteered her time to lead
a number of campus activities, such as the Freshman Retreat
of 2008, the 2008 Saturday of Service, and the 2008 & 2009
Adopt-a-Stream programs. Calla is also highly active in the
Chemistry Department. She is part of the teaching team
for Chemistry II, she organizes Chemistry Demonstration
Stations for children, and she transports other chemistry students to their tutoring jobs at Frazer Middle School.
Senior class recipients were Anna Conrad and Lydia
Faller. An Environmental Biology major with a perfect 4.0
GPA, Anna hails from Worthington, Ohio. Her future plans
include attending graduate school to study the relationship
between mycorrhizal fungi and plants in order to improve
agroforestry in developing countries. Anna is also highly engaged in musical pursuits, and served as the Vice President
of Service for Tau Beta Sigma, the National Honorary Band
Service Sorority. She has also participated in the Hendricks
Chapel Handbell Ringers, the Syracuse University Marching
Band, where she was named Rookie of the Year in 2006, and
the Sour Sitrus Society, which is a basketball pep band. Anna
was previously honored with an Eta Alpha Top Scholar Award,
an ESF Foundation Award, and an ESF Alumni Association
Memorial Scholarship. Lydia, of Greenville, NY, is an
Environmental Biology major with a joint degree in Science
Education. She was a Teaching Assistant for several courses,
including “Western Civilization and the Environment,” as
well as “Natural Resources in American History.” She is active in the Alpha Xi Sigma honor society and the Onondaga
County Chapter of the National Audubon Society. Lydia has
also spent a great deal of time in the Jamesville-DeWitt school
district where she has lectured, tutored, and mentored.

Arthur Ashley (FRM) informs us that his principal inter-

est these days is amateur "ham" radio, specializing in public service events and emergency/disaster communications.

Rev. Robert Bradbury (FRM) writes, “My wife, Bev,
and I celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary this past
June and participate annually in two mission journeys.
We’re currently preparing a team of 15 adults for a trek to
Haiti to help minister to the poorest of the poor. Areas of
involvement include construction, medical, dental, read-

Everyone Has A Story

C. Duane “Whitey” Coates ‘51
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

C. Duane “Whitey” Coates
Pulp & Paper
B.S.
None
460 Summit Drive, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601
Wife Barbara Lou (married 7/3/54), children: Becky
Lou, Laurie Lou, Bonnie Lou, Terry Duane, Linda Lou.
7 grandsons, 5 granddaughters.
Retired after 19 years at the Mead Corp. and 24
years at Cargill, Inc.
Dendrology really opened my eyes about woods
I had walked in and hunted in for years. We have
owned 80 acres of woods for 40 years; dendrology
was helpful there and during my years on the city
tree commission.
Fred O’Neill who invited me to speak to a couple
of classes about careers in the paper industry and
about management principles.
Surveying
Olin Bockes, who was also my high school classmate
in East Syracuse.
Previously: hunting, fishing, camping. Now gardening
and volunteering on projects with my wife, a Master
Gardener.
As a child of the Great Depression, the cost of
attending the New York State College of Forestry

L to R: Dean Wellington, Anna Conrad, Calla DiStefano, Lauren Gibbs, Lydia Faller, and Pamela Aracena
was very attractive. Four years cost $1,000, not
counting bus fare.
14. As with countless others, a college degree led to
a good job, which led to relocation to a great small
city, which led to marriage to a wonderful local
lass, which ultimately led to a fine family of normal,
athletic, intelligent, educated children. Graduating
from the College literally gave my life direction, sort
of “Go West, young man!” Along with most others,
I cherish my college education. In my working life
I was always blessed with positions that allowed
me ample time to volunteer for, or be appointed
to, several civic projects. In the late 60s, I was
somehow selected to be the subject of an audiovisual recruiting presentation for the College. It was
shown in high schools in New York and New Jersey
to entice graduates to enroll in the NYSC of F. I have
no idea whether it was effective or not! At that time
I was in the midst of a 3-year stint as the president
of the board of trustees of Chillicothe Hospital (44
doctors, 480 employees, $2 million revenue). That
was the board that chose the land (278 acres, raised
the money - $14.8 million) and chose the architects
to build a new hospital. Now 40 years and $70
million later, the hospital is a regional medical center
with 256 doctors, 1,849 employees, and revenues
of $597 million. Because of my forestry background,
I was put on the city tree commission, and in 2001 I
was given the honor of choosing which 100 historical
trees should be in our 7-acre Ohio’s Millenium Grove
of Historical Trees. All in all, I have to say I have really
enjoyed a varied life.
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Living in Mt. Dora, FL, Tom Luche ’55 is
enjoying his retirement from US AID and
travelling overseas, and looking forward to
coming to ESF for his class reunion next year.
Pictured here with LA Department Chair
Richard Hawks at his home in Ocala, FL,
Dick Gustafson ’60 is busy with one project
after another, and is currently travelling to
Montana to work with the native Indian
tribes there.
  
Chris Murphy '62, Richard Ward '60,
Charles Pound '41 at the Scarsdale Golf
Club. Charles Pound once again hosted
alumni for a memorable evening.

Everyone Has A Story

Timothy Smith (WPE) reports that he has changed jobs
from F.W. Honerkamp Co. in the Bronx, NY to Berkshire
Veneer Co. in Great Barrington, MA where he is responsible for veneer and custom panel sales in New Jersey, New
York, and New England.

Edward L. Kimball ‘52
1. Edward L. Kimball
2. Retail and Merchandising (Forest Resources
Management)

1959

3. BS, 1952
4. Entered ESF as a sophomore in 1949 after four
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

years in the Marine Corps. and a one-year stint at
Paul Smith’s College.
Redmond, Oregon
Wife – Barbara – our 60th wedding anniversary is
this year! Five children: one son is deceased, one
daughter is a disciple of the Dalai Lama of Tibet,
and three sons live in Portland. They (and two
grandsons) do fish and ski!
Somewhat retired – volunteering for Headstart
with kids. After graduation, I went directly into a
Georgia Pacific sales training program. Rose to
Specialty Sales Manager by 1957 and was shipped
to Olympia, WA where GP had just gotten into the
plywood business. Then to the Portland, OR home
office as National Sales Promotion Manager in
1958. I traveled 100,000 miles a year introducing
new products to the GP branches. I designed
many dealer showroom displays with leading
manufacturers and we won many awards from
the trade magazines (see photo). Another high
point was handling the National Homebuilders
Show exhibit from GP from the “ground up” and
arranging staffing and all details. We rated a major
article in “Sales Management Magazine” for our
approach to this major show! I left GP in 1973.
Report Writing – which served me well in the future
with GP.
Favorite professors were Gerry Smith and the
venerable Howard Brown, who always said, “You’ve
got to get a little sawdust down your neck, boys, if
you want to succeed in forestry!” Never will forget
that quote!

ing glasses, sewing, computer classes, and distributing food
and gifts to homes. In July, we'll be making our 6th visit
to the island of Moose Factory, Ontario to oversee work
amongst the Cree Indians who live there. At age 77, we’re
finding life continues to provide many challenging opportunities.”
Robert G. Reimann (LA), dean and landscape architect,
of Cazenovia, NY, passed away peacefully on April 25,
2009, with his family by his side. Bob was the only son
born to George S. and Ellen T. Reimann on October 13,
1928, in White Plains, NY. He was preceded in death by
his wife, Nathalie. After graduating from Cardinal Hayes
High School in 1946, Bob served in the Navy until 1949.
After receiving his degree from ESF in 1954, he joined the
faculty in 1962 and served as the dean of the School of
Landscape and Architecture from 1976 until 1984. Bob
became a professor emeritus after retiring in 1998. As a
practitioner, Bob founded Reimann-Beuchner Partnership
in 1969. His professional accomplishments are too many
to mention, but his designs are scattered throughout the
state and area he loved. Maya Angelou said, “When great
trees fall, rocks on distant hills shudder." Bob will be missed
by his 5 children,14 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchildren,
and 2 sisters.
Dr. Igor Sobolev (CHE) writes, “Although retired, I’m
busier than ever, as is my wife Rita (Syracuse University
1953). I serve as Treasurer, Trustee and Director of the
California Section of the American Chemical Society, and
Rita is on the Board of Directors of the Women's Faculty
Club at U.C. Berkeley. Vacations are spent traveling (we
returned from the Amazon only recently) or hiking in the
California Sierra. Upgrading our house and gardening also
takes up my time.”

Paul Luchsinger (WPE) writes, “My wife, Anne, and I
retired to Williamsburg, VA in 2005 where we have an active life in community activities, and take classes at William & Mary College. I work part-time at a local wine
shop and conduct wine tasting events. We look forward
to attending the 50th reunion this year and renewing old
acquaintances.”

1960
Edward Kimball ’52 receiving an Outstanding Achievement
Award for his work at Georgia Pacific.

10. N/A
11. Say “hi” to my acquaintance Stu Hosler ’52! We
have carried a few tunes together on my few trips
east and I hope to come once more. As I remember,
he and another of my acquaintances, Bob Johnson
‘52, sang up a storm at The Krebs in Skaneateles
my last trip east! Would like to hear from any grads
of ’52 and ’53 as I went to summer camp with ’53
grads.
12. Walking, swimming, working out, fly-fishing in
the season, collecting the currency of the future
(gold and silver coins!) and singing Broadway every
chance I get (except in the shower!).
13. N/A
14. ESF started me on a lifelong love affair with the
great outdoors and taught me the valuable lesson
of a strong work ethic that I still hold and is missing
in many of the young in this world.

Murray F. Valentine (FRM) died on December 13, 2008

of cancer after a year-long battle. Mr. Valentine was born
in Harrisville, NY and graduated from Harrisville Central Schools. He was employed with the Newton Falls
Paper Company after graduation and after serving in the
U.S. Navy, he returned to the company where he eventually became Vice President of Resources. He also served
as President of the local Lions Club. In 1981, he moved
to Maryland to lead the commissioning of the Curtis Bay
Company's Bayside Terminal. He retired in 1998. In 1956,
Mr. Valentine was drafted into the U.S. Navy where he
received his commission as a naval officer after attending
Officer's Candidate School. He met his wife, Nancy Ann
Reynolds, in San Francisco while serving with the Pacific
surface fleet. They were married in 1959. He was active in
local maritime organizations including the Propeller Club
of Baltimore, where he served as Treasurer for three years,
the Tuppenny Club, the Maryland Coal Association, and
the Baltimore Propeller Club Charitable Trust where he
had served on the Board. Mr. Valentine enjoyed the outdoors, both on land and water. He is survived by his wife,
three sons, one brother, one sister and four grandchildren.

1955

Richard "Dick" Williams (PSE) died on January 20,

2009. After ESF, and a short career in private industry as
well as serving as editor of the Watertown Pollution Control
Federation Journal, he joined the newly organized Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, D.C. in 1974.
Dick worked there until his retirement in 1994. He had the
distinction of getting the first regulation for the prevention
of water pollution in the pulp and paper industry passed
by EPA. Dick and his wife Lilmar enjoyed many weekend
trips to Topsail, Watertown, Ocean City, and other vacation spots. They always enjoyed a month in Florida where
they met lifetime friends and traveling companions. They
did not wait to enjoy life. They seized every opportunity!
Dick is survived by his wife, daughter and son-in-law, two
sons, an aunt, a sister, a brother, and the light of his life,
granddaughter Lane Catherine Polk.

1963
Nicholas Ecker-Racz (CHE) tells us that he attended the

45th Nepal II Peace Corps Reunion this fall. He writes,
“Three days of conversation and introspection reaffirmed

Everyone Has A Story

Robert W. Ingham ‘55
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Andrew Riedell (PSE) informs us that Forestry School

was the “Best thing that ever happened to me.”

1958
Cyril Geacintov (PSE) informs us that a new DRG Rep-

resentative Office opened in Beijing, China in July 2008.
DRG-Hormone Diagnostic kits in saliva enjoy greater acceptance worldwide. New product developments continue
at the German lab location.

14.

Robert W. Ingham
RM & LC
BS, 1955
None
Lake Havasu City, Arizona
Married to Patty (55 years). Son: Martin, daughter:
Martha. Two grandsons: Patrick (18) and Timothy (11).
Retired
Dry kiln engineering under the Great Gatz. Actually
used the training and dried lumber for use in gun
stocks and worked with forest products lab (by
mail) to develop schedules for 8/4 ELM.
Jerry Smith for actual experience in lumber
marketing and Dr. Harold Gatslick for personal
interest.
Advanced accounting and more marketing courses.
See most of them at 5 year reunions.
Was a trained master gardener here in desert
country – have citrus trees – woodworking.
Had worked 3 years after high school in
metallurgical furnaces and the outdoors seemed
intriguing with some very interesting career
options. Ended up selling lumber and later
management of salesmen and district offices.
Gave me the opportunity to rise above the heavy
labor I was doing and enter a career where
advancement was possible. Learned to work
with people and rely on knowledge acquired.
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Ernie Paskey ’64, shown here with LA Department
Chair Richard Hawks, keeps busy in Lecanto, FL by
making a difference in professional associations and
important community projects.
Eric Francke '61, Walter Nestler '78, Ron Tetelman
'79, Mike Selender '76, Robert Golde '79 (seated)
CeCe Turner Haydock '79, Jean Brown '78, Betsy
Bibla '79 at the Metro New York Dinner.
  
This is a picture of Steve Dauber'72 and his wife
Suzanne with their pet bird Caliph at their home in
Loxahatchee, FL. Suzanne is a graduate of Syracuse
University. The Dauber's own and operate Life Force
Nurseries which serves a large clientele in southern
Florida.

the value of that experience. I am still logging, doing some
forestry and growing Christmas trees, but have slowed appreciably this past year. It is hard to go, hard to stop. No
retirement pensions for the self-employed.”

1964
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on
October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.

1969
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.
Allan Garner (FRM) writes, “My wife Sue (SU ’69) and I
are having lunch today with Bill Murray ’69 and his wife.

Bill was an usher in my wedding which will have been 40
years ago this coming June!”

1967
Nelson Pittler (FRM) states “Getting old is not for sissies” by Phyllis Diller. “I agree! I’m still here. The last year
I have been in the hospital 9 times in ten months. They
dug 2 cancers out of me. They say I'm good for a few more
years. Hell, that could be a lifetime. You all be good. Always look at the ‘big picture.’ Peace!”

1968
Peter Wallace (WPE) has been inducted as a TAPPI Fellow. TAPPI Fellow is an honorary title bestowed on less
than 1% of the association's membership, and is given to
individuals who have made extraordinary technical or service contributions to the industry and/or the association.
Mr. Wallace started in the Nonwovens and Engineered
Fabrics Industry in 1975 and migrated from the wood
products industry to the resin industry. A member of TAPPI since 1980, he has several areas of expertise, including
technical/R&D and marketing and business unit management in the resins industry, and is one of the founding
members of the TAPPI Nonwovens Division.

Everyone Has A Story

Dan Place ‘55/’58
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Dan Place
Wood Products Engineering
BS in ’55, MS in ‘58
N/A
Arcadia, California
Married for 52 years, two children and three
grandchildren
Self-employed. I sell architectural plywood.
Wood tech and woodworking machinery. Helped
me tremendously in my career in manufacturing
in the furniture, cabinet, and plywood industries.
Robert Hoyle
Computer Science. Unfortunately there were no
computers when I was in school.
Yes, any who remember me.
Golf, travel, singing. I have won seven international
championships with the Masters of Harmony
Chorus.
At first I did it because of my love of the outdoors.
Later I changed my major because of interest in
furniture manufacturing.
ESF gave me the basics for a wonderful and
rewarding career. Because of my training I was
able to find work in California, which has been a
blessing to me and my family.

Samuel Ippolito (WPE) writes, “I retired from Farrel
Corporation and spend summers on Lake Seymour in
Morgan, Vermont. Winters are spent ice fishing and tying
flies and attending to health matters in Naugatuck, CT.
Married to Marie Messinger and have two children and
seven grandchildren, ages 12 to 1 year.”

1970
John Daly (WPE) writes, “After 30 years in the ladder

industry it was time for a change. For the past two years
I have been the ops manager for Reeb Millwork in Liverpool, NY. From that location we supply more interior and
exterior doors in New York than all our competitors combined. Times are certainly challenging but as one industry
publication put it, it is time to sort the men from the boys.
Hope you all have a wonderful 2009.”

Ray Hicks (FOR) writes, “I’m in my second of 3 years
phased retirement from WVU. I'm still teaching dendrology and forest ecology but have dropped my research assignment.”

Everyone Has A Story

Kenneth Magdziuk (LA) says, “Greetings to the LA zoo of
1970. What are you up to now? Kenmagic@comcast.net.”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1971

Scott K. Gray, III ‘57

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Scott K. Gray, III
WPE (C&D)
BS, 1957 (Jan. 1958)
N/A
Lowville, NY, on the west edge of the Adirondack Park
Barbara and I hope to celebrate our 50th
anniversary in 2010. Two sons – Andrew and
Thomas, two granddaughters – Ashley and
Cassandra, and great-grandson Blake.
Retired. Spent 12 enjoyable years serving on
our village municipal board. Belong to many
environmental/forest related causes.
The mix of hands-on courses at Cranberry Lake
summer camp; also College-sponsored summer
job with the U.S.F.S. on the Clearwater National
Forest in Idaho.
They are all memorable.
Ecology, Humanities
Freshman roommate Skytop M-3 ($88/semester)
and friends from Classes 1955-60+.
Family woodlot, travel, genealogy, hunting,
fishing, home improvement, boating, golf, SU
football/basketball, camp on Stillwater Reservoir,
Adirondacks – stop by and see us there!
Caught up in the prospect of working with our
extraordinary natural resources.
My education there provided the credentials to
obtain a job I loved and was the keystone to a
wonderful life in this great country.

Peter Moller (FOR) writes, “After graduating with an

MS in International Forestry, I went to Chile with my wife
where I taught forestry in a boy’s agricultural school for
three years. I then moved to Leadville, CO where I directed
(and taught in) the Environmental Technology program at
Colorado Mountain College for 23 years. During that time
I also chaired a task force on our local Superfund site for
six years and led several Elderhostel and term abroad classes
in ecology. I am now retired and have been working in the
areas of peace and renewable energy.”

1973
Stephen Kachmarchyk Kay (LA) received the “Tradi-

tions Award” from the New Jersey Golf Course Owners
Association. Stephen has designed 20 new golf courses
and did some form of renovation at over 300 courses. The
Links of North Dakota is rated in the top 100 modern golf
courses in the US by Golf Week. Stephen has also been an
adjunct instructor at Rutgers University for over 20 years.
He says, “If you e-mail me, I will e-mail back a photo skachpersonal@aol.com.”

William Ostaff (FRM) writes, "Living on a 240-acre tree

farm, also raise sheep and do blacksmithing. Still active in
amateur radio and am learning to play the fiddle.”

Jeffrey Vonk (EFB) is the Secretary of the South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks. He began his service
to South Dakota in January of 2007. Prior to his current
position, he was Director of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and served in that position from 2001-2006.
From 1979 to 2001, Vonk worked with the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service. In 2001, he received the
Presidential Meritorious Service Award, the highest recognition offered to federal Career Civil servants. In addition
to his degree from ESF, Vonk received a BS in Biology from
Syracuse University, and an MS in Wildlife Management
from the University of Maine at Orono.

1974

Barb and Scott Grey ’57 on their 25th Anniversary celebration
in Hawaii.

A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on
October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
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Patti Pernisi Teska '78 and Augie Teska at
Savannah Dhu in April.
  
President and founder of EGS2 Corporation
located in Miami, FL, Bill Eager ’80 is shown
here pointing out some of the highlights of
a beautiful landscape architecture project his
company completed on the Miami waterfront.
  
Vice President and Principal for
WilsonMiller, Inc., Kevin Mangan ’85 shows
off the beautiful foliage in the atrium of the
company designed building in Naples, FL
offices. Kevin and WilsonMiller are engaged in
varied projects across the US and overseas.

Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.
James Chanatry (ES-LA) died unexpectedly on May
20, 2009, at St. Elizabeth Medical Center in Utica, NY.
James was born in Utica on May 11, 1952, and was the
son of Elias and Catherine Chanatry, original founders of
Chanatry Brothers Supermarket. After graduating from
ESF, he received his Masters Degree in Education from the
University of Florida. After graduation, James taught at the
University in San Luis Obispo, California, and spent time
teaching in Saudi Arabia. Upon returning to the States, he
settled in Florida and worked for the Department of Transportation as a landscape architect. He designed roads and
worked on the project for Lowry Park Zoo for the City of
Tampa. Upon retirement, he returned to Utica and owned
and operated the Iris Stonehouse Bed and Breakfast with
his partner, Allyson Beals. He was instrumental in implementing the Elm Tree Project and designed and landscaped
the sign at Roscoe-Conkling Park. He also was a substitute
teacher in the Utica Public Schools. He is survived by his
daughter, Justine Thompson and her mother, Nellie, as
well as several brothers and sisters, numerous nieces, nephews and cousins. Memorial donations may be made to the
Utica Parks Department at 1 Kennedy Plaza, Utica, NY
13501 (please make known the purpose of the donation).
For information on the Elm Project, please contact Parks
Commissioner Dave Short. For those of you who knew
and loved Jim, please know he always lived life to the fullest. Think of his life as a celebration.

Everyone Has A Story

David R. Haskins ‘61
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Richard Dabruzzi (EFB) writes, “Hello to John Dick
(’74 EFB), Rich Doering (’74 EFB), and Bill Calnon

(’74 EFB). All is well in Charleston. Please send your current email address to: rtdcable@bellsouth.net.”
Walter Edmonds (FEG) tells us, “I have been promoted
to GS-15, Deputy Program Manager for System Development for the Littoral Surveillance Radar System (LSRS), a
US Navy reconnaissance system in operational use today.
Still using my remote sensing background but doing more
management of budgets, schedules, and people. Living in
Spotsylvania, VA, but now have an empty nest. Retirement
in 4 years!”
Nicholas Goshorn (ES) writes, “Retired from Ainsworth-an OSB Panel Board Manufacturer in 2006. Now
self employed as an electrician/handyman and election official. Enjoy bicycling, kayaking, and acting (just finished
a role as Horace Vandergelder in the musical Hello Dolly.
Hello to all the ‘Lazy LA’s’ of 1974-75.”
Stephen Young (FRM) writes, “I was a Peace Corps volunteer and served 2 years in forestry program in Armenia, Colombia, South America. Started a timber bamboo
nursery and helped with reforestation using bamboos.
Went on to a 15-year career with bamboo taxonomy and
horticulture at the Smithsonian and Mercer Arboretum
in Houston. Then became Chief Botanist at NY Natural
Heritage Program in 1990. ESF served me well and I still
work closely with Don Leopold!”

1975
James Culbert (FRM) announces “I retired on March 2,

2009, after 30 years with the USDA Forest Service. I have
relocated to McMinnville, OR where I look forward to several personal pursuits, while, my wife, Kathleen, re-enters
the workforce as an elementary teacher.”
Stephen Getchell (ES) writes, “The ‘Ratman’ is alive and

well! Fromage!”

12.
13.

David R. Haskins
Pulp and Paper Technology
B.S., 1961
Two graduate courses in management engineering
completed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
50 Crestmont Ave., Millinocket, ME 04462
In the fall of my senior year I married Luella (Brown)
who is a graduate of the Syracuse University School
of Nursing, Class of 1961. We have two daughters,
two sons, and six grandchildren.
Retired. I worked 41 years in the paper
manufacturing industry in technical, research,
product
development,
manufacturing,
and
management positions.
The courses in botany, wood technology, and pulp
& paper science which “beat into our heads” the
basic physical and chemical properties of natural
cellulosic fiber.
Dr. Stenuf, professor of chemical engineering in the
P&P Department. I also remember Dr. Morrison
from freshman botany and Dr. Ketchledge from
Dendrology I.
Some psychology and philosophy. When I attended
ESF, the various curricula were very technical
and without any liberal courses. A smattering of
liberal courses would help to round the individual
professional, and better prepare him/her for daily
interaction with a diversity of people.
The only ESF grad with whom I continue to keep
in touch is P&P classmate Jim Giffune. I would
welcome hearing from other classmates and
old friends from other classes. Thanks to P&P
classmate Mike Gritz for organizing fundraising for
the “P&P Class of ’61 Endowed Scholarship” for
future ESF PSE students.
Physical fitness, reading, hiking, x-c skiing, nature
study, gardening.
As a youth, I enjoyed outdoor activities such

1976
Michael Finity (FRM) writes, “It was immensely gratifying to retire last May from my position as Forest Manager
for the Coeur d’Alene Tribe. The gratification was twofold:
to have had such a fulfilling career, and to pull the plug! My
dear wife Candace and I are spending our days now out in
the piney and snowy woods in eastern Washington not far
from Spokane. Truly a dream come true.”

1978
Thomas Bellinger (FRM) informs us that he retired as

principal Hydrologist from The Bureau of Reclamation in
2008. He is now an Adjunct Professor at the Metropolitan
State College of Denver (Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
Department) and a part-time consultant. Thomas is also
President of Necro Search International, a non-profit science
based organization that assists law enforcement agencies in
cold case homicides. He sends his best to all Silvico Execs!

1979
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and

Dave ’61 and Lue Haskins in August of 2008 in Portland, ME.

as hunting, fishing, trapping, skiing, and nature
study. I enrolled at ESF intending to major in
wildlife management or “dirt” forestry. However,
I discovered that I liked organic chemistry and
decided to change my major to pulp & paper. In
addition, I was a resident of New York State and
at that time, tuition at ESF was “free” to state
residents. I also was an “alternate” from St.
Lawrence County to receive a New York State
Regents Scholarship which could only be used
at colleges and universities in New York State. As
you can see, my education at ESF was a fantastic
bargain and I am very grateful to have received it.
14. My education at ESF, with its emphasis on “handson” experience such as laboratories, field trips,
mill tours, and required summer employment in a
paper mill (and report) provided me with a career
in the US paper industry, which was intellectually
challenging, financially rewarding, and very
personally satisfying. I feel that I was very well
prepared technically by the College for my career.
Also, the overall diversity of careers experienced
by ESF graduates never ceases to amaze me!

event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.

1980
Robert Gregory Chamberlain (LA) passed away on

February 25, 2009, after a short illness. He was 56 years
old. He was born in Tarrytown, NY on July 26, 1952. He
grew up in Sleepy Hollow (formerly North Tarrytown) NY
and was a 1970 graduate of Sleepy Hollow High School.
Mr. Chamberlain was a former Boy Scout leader of Troop
6 in the Tarrytowns, as well as a member and past president
of the Historical Society of Tarrytown and Sleepy Hollow,
as well as the Sleepy Hollow Society. Mr. Chamberlain began his career as a landscape architect with Kane & Carruth. He then worked for NATRL, The Glen Gate Co.,
John Geiger & Co. and Charles Marder & Co., before
forming his own business. His surviving family includes
his brother John T. "Ted" Chamberlain Jr., wife Connie
and their daughter Jennifer of Riverdale, NY; brother Seery
Chamberlain, wife Mary and their children James, Joe and
Jonathan Curtis; grandniece Nadiah Curtis of Penn Yan,
NY; brother Dan and wife Iris of Wingdale, NY; and sister
Kate Chamberlain and husband Howard Samuelsohn of
New York, NY. Rob is also survived by the families of his
late uncle Robert F. Chamberlain Jr. and his late aunt Phyllis Chamberlain Kilbourne, as well as Nancy Higgons of
Sleepy Hollow, NY, his companion of 13 years. Contributions can be made to The Historical Society of Tarrytown
and Sleepy Hollow; 1 Grove Street, Tarrytown, NY, 10591
in memory of Robert Gregory Chamberlain.
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Robert Unsworth ’84 and John Harris
’88 at the 3rd Annual Wildland Fire Litigation
Conference in Reno, NV.
  
John Harris ‘88, President of Earth Advisors,
Inc. lives in Plantation, FL and is shown here
proudly displaying the award his company
received from the "Heartbeat of America"
television show. The show was created to
highlight small, emerging companies and help
them grow and expand after the economic
setback that followed the events of Sept 11.
  
Stephani Gash '88, Lisa Melville '87 and
Tracey Corbitt '88 at the Metro New York
Dinner.

Michael Stein (EFB) writes, “Looking for 1980 grads Bob Mayott, Lisa Cannello...more! E-mail bigmike544@

aol.com.”

1982
Aminur Eusufzai (ERE) writes, “At SUNY-ESF I received
the best education at the cheapest price. The College gave
me the tools I needed to achieve my career objectives. Distinguished teaching and research faculty at the time, like
Drs. Charles Larson, Dick Mark, Wil Cote, Harry Payne,
to name a few, helped me in many ways during my student
years as well as when I was working at ESF. I am sure the
faculty today is as bright and the students as good and diligent as they were then. I wish them all good luck.”
Robert Fischer (EFB) writes, “For my friends from the
Class of 1982, I have changed jobs. I am now the chair of
the Biology Department at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. If you happen to be in the South, I would
love to have you visit. Keep in touch.”
David Purvis (EFB) informs us that he is an Assistant

Professor of Education at Marist College. He is the author
of the Dr. Dave's Science Teaching Manuals, a series of instructional manuals for elementary, middle school, and
secondary science teachers.

1983
Mark Geuther (WPE) announces that he recently accept-

ed a position as Project Manager at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham.

Anne Papageorge (LA), VP of facilities and real estate

services at the University of Pennsylvania is involved in a
project in which the University will take over an adjacent
piece of former US Postal Service land. “Frankly,” states
Ms. Papageorge, “we started the planning before it was actually acquired, but doing a master plan which we call Penn
Connects and part of that master plan included developing

the former parking lots into an open space. This has been
talked about for 30 years!” She goes on to say that it's uncommon to be able to acquire a new piece of recreational
space in the middle of the city, and that the University is
thrilled that they'll be able to use the land for sports and
other outdoor programs.

1984
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on
October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.

1985
Melissa Rowe (LA) died on May 29, 2009, at age 47 in a

fatal automobile accident. She is survived by her son, Colin
Mason; parents, Jerry & Wanda Rowe; a sister, two brothers,
a niece, two nephews, several aunts, uncles, cousins and many
friends. Memorials may be made to the Avon Rotary-Lions
Volunteer Ambulance, 74 Genesee St., Avon, NY 14414.

1986
Kevin Maurice (EFB) writes, “I am volunteering time to
a 3-year fish (martes penanti) reintroduction project in the
Olympic National Park. It’s part of Jeffrey Lewis’s (’85)
Ph.D. at the University of Washington. I'm ready to retire
and go fishing, and this crazy guy is a working single dad
and going back to school. http://wdfw.wa.gov/wlm/diversty/soc/fisher/reintro.htm.”

Everyone Has A Story

Zwelonke (Ian) Ushe ‘86
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Zwelonke (Ian) Ushe, I went by “Ian”
Paper Science Engineering
BS, 1986
SUNY Buffalo, BS Chemical Engineering, 1988
Clifton Park, NY
Married to my wife Thalita and currently have two
children, Tshepo (son) and Naledi (daughter).
Environmental Engineer, with NYSDOH, center of
environmental health.
I enjoyed the Pulp and Paper processes Laboratory
and Paper Properties courses. I liked the courses
because they covered a lot of aspects of
papermaking and a whole lot of chemistry, botany,
wood properties, and physics.
Dr. Bambacht was my most memorable professor,
who also happened to be my advisor. He was
famous or infamous for quizzes that included Pulp
& Paper journal articles, which he had assigned or
discussed in his lectures.
Environmental Engineering and waste management
courses.
Steven Van Doren, Julie McGaulley, Joseph Alex
Santonato, Ned Dwayer, and Jane Gregory.
Sports, gardening, international travel, photography,
and reading.
I got interested in studying PSE at ESF after a visit
to Kodak Photographic paper making factory in
Rochester, NY. It also helped that my father was a

1987
Erick Muller (EFB) writes, “To all alumni, faculty, and

students: keep up the good work educating and preserving a clean, healthy, vibrant and sustainable environment. I
have been teaching science for 15 years now and have great
pride and joy sharing the knowledge, experiences, and
commitment for education I learned at ESF. Hello to Pat
Fama, Phil Gigacz, and Tommy Kearins. The fishing is
great on Long Island. Miss rugby.”

1989
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.
Kevin Lee Darrow (LA), 44, passed away on February

24, 2009 at Treasure Coast Hospice in Fort Pierce, FL, following a battle with cancer. He was born in Syracuse and
was a graduate of West Genesee High School. He is survived by his parents, Arthur and Janet Darrow of Camillus,
NY; brothers David, Thomas, and James Darrow, and a
sister, Lori Sponable.

William Janowsky (EFB) writes, “After almost 7 years

as a District Fish Biologist of the Arapaho/Roosevelt National Forest, I recently transferred to the Rocky Mountain Region Regional Office. I am now the assistant to the
Regional Program Manager for Region 2 Fisheries, which
covers Colorado, Wyoming, South Dakota, Kansas, and
Nebraska. This fall I will be hosting 1989 Alums, Rob
Weller and Mike Hange to our annual week-long bowhunting trip for elk. Hopefully this year will be lucky for
one of them!”

1992
Mark Gregory (FEG) writes, “Very proud to be a part of
such a great organization! Keep up the GREAT work!”
Sean Jancski (LA) tells us he looks forward to moving
his office to Rye, NY in March of 2009.
Akshay Kaul (LA) writes, “Greetings to all. Besides my

Zweloke “Ian” Ushe and his family in 2004. From left to right: son
Tshepo, daughter Naledi, Ian, and his wife Thalita.

graduate of Syracuse University.
14. Through ESF, I met a lot of friends who, to this day,
I correspond with and occasionally go out to have
a beer with. ESF prepared me well for a future in
engineering and created a lifetime appreciation
for the environment we live in. When asked what
I studied at ESF, I always find a curious audience
when I explain that I studied Paper Science
Engineering.

own work in landscape and sustainable architecture, I have
also been associated with The Music Therapy Trust in India
as one of its Trustees. Music Therapy is already a well-acknowledged profession, especially in the UK and US. The
Music Therapy Trust's first batch of students graduated last
year, and are doing valuable work in society. The Trust has
put together one of its projects - working with children
with visual, hearing and multiple disabilities in Gujarat.
Please see the following site to view what the The Music
Therapy Trust is doing in India: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ddi6QxNEoso.”

Audrey Zink-Sharp (WPE), a wood science and forest

products professor in Virginia Tech’s College of Natural
Resources, has been elected a Fellow of the International
Academy of Wood Science (IAWS), a non-profit assembly
of scientists representing all facets of wood science. The
IAWS promotes the concerted development of wood science on the international level by honoring distinguished
achievements in the science of wood and promoting a high
standard of research and publication. Election as an IAWS
Fellow is regarded as a high honor in the wood science community that reflects the entire membership's recognition of
the contributions made by the honoree in the field of wood
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Ye Qi ’94, who received
his Ph.D. from ESF, speaks
with Secretary of State Hilary
Clinton.
  
Beverly and Michael Mack
'95 just relaxing in the spectacular Lodge at Savannah Dhu.
  
Melissa '99 and Glenn Hall
with David and Erin Hull '99 at
the CNY Alumni Dinner

science. Zink-Sharp teaches undergraduate, graduate, and
continuing education classes in wood anatomy, wood properties, and wood processing, and serves as director of the
Sustainable Engineered Materials Institute at Virginia Tech.
Her primary research emphasis is wood cell wall architecture
and the development of improved wood-based composites.
She is presently creating three-dimensional, virtual reality
models of a wood cube. Zink-Sharp has coordinated the
Wood Magic at Virginia Tech, a natural resource education
program that has reached over 10,000 children, teachers,
guests, and volunteers, since its inception in 1998. “I highly
respect the International Academy of Wood Science and its
members, and am very pleased to be elected Fellow by this
organization of eminent scientists,” said Zink-Sharp.

1993
Jeanne Brutman Cunningham (EFB) writes, “I am

due with ‘JR,’ August 28, 2009! Yeah!”

Scott Klopfer (EFB) informs us that he moved into a new

position as Executive Director of the Conservation Management Institute at Virginia Tech. He also became the
proud father of twins in January.

1994

1997

A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.

Brett Armstrong (EFB/FRM) writes, “My wife Emily
(Dorn Armstrong ’99) and I had our second child, Esther

Michael Flynn (EFB) writes, “Enjoys all the contact he

has with ESF Alumni through his work for the NYS Department of Transportation with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service and Army Corps of Engineers. Spent St. Patrick’s
Day with Steven Campbell and Adrian Nial along with
Marie Walsh Condon and their families in Boston! Still
tight with Andrea Van Beusichem and get together when
we can - including last month. Hope to see Eric Shaw and
Sean Brogan soon, and I look forward to meeting Jen Horan Harte’s twin sons!”

Everyone Has A Story

Gabriela Canamar Clark ‘96
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gabriela Canamar Clark
Landscape Architecture
Masters Degree
Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de
Monterrey, Mexico
5. Alexandria, VA
6. Husband-Matt Clark (MLA ’96), children-Jack and
Luke, 14 month old twins
7. Principal at LandDesign, Inc.
8. Urban Design Seminar and studio. It helped me
understand how the fabric of a town or a city comes
together and develops over time, influenced greatly
by economic, cultural, and political events; most
of which leave indelible marks (and landmarks)
that become important visual and even symbolic
components of every community, giving them their
very own identity and sense of place.
9. This is a very tough question to answer. Every
professor that I had the opportunity, and great
pleasure, to meet and work with gave me great
insights into the field of Landscape Architecture
(which was just a broad concept at best for me
when I decided to pursue graduate studies).
Emanuel Carter will always be a dear friend of
mine. He always challenged me to look at design
tasks from different points of view, which brought
incredibly enriching discussions, in studio, or his
office, or the cafeteria or even at Cosmos over
a delicious and greasy breakfast! Cheryl Doble
(“T.A ing” studio was fun!), Matt Potteiger (I will
never forget all the fun and funky May Day parties
at your house, I laughed so much my jaws hurt!),
Robin Hoffman (she made grading fun to learn),
George Curry (it was an honor to have an Emeritus
professor, who can party too!), Ellen Deming (she
gave me great insights for my Capstone seminar
and gallery exhibit), and many others. I learned so
much from each and every one of them…and I will
be forever thankful.
10. Since my first professional degree is in Architecture,
I skipped the first year studio. I wish I hadn’t
because it would have helped me to become more
knowledgeable of the technical language in English
by the time I took the second year studio. The other
course I wish was offered more extensively was

Millie, on January 22nd. They are doing well and keeping me busy! We can be reached via e-mail at wild_acres@
frontiernet.net.”
Jeremy Taylor (EFB) writes, “I continue to work on my
Earth Survey project with more than 500 responses so far
- www.earthsurvey.blogspot.com. Also look for me on Facebook! I have been working for Pet Smart since August.
Hired as Pet Care Lead, promoted late September to Pet
Care Manager.”

1998
Kevin Braun (FRM) writes, “I want to wish all well."
Angela (Hendel) Horton (FEG) announces that in June

of 2008 she received her P.E. license in NY under Civil
Engineering.

James Lemyre (FRM) writes, “It feels unusual for some-

one in my generation to be in my 11th year with the same
employer. Nevertheless, I have been gradually moving up
the ladder and I am in my third position at NYC Parks and
Recreation as Director of Forestry for the Bronx. There is a
lot of urban ecology research springing up down here as a
result of the Million Trees NYC Campaign and the current
economic times has resulted in a 45% budget cut in tree
maintenance.”

1999

Gabriela Canamar Clark ’96 and her husband, Matt Clark ’96
with their twin sons Luke and Jack at the Cherry Blossoms
Festival in Washington DC, 2009

11.
12.
13.

14.

Plant I.D. The two weeks we spent in Oyster Bay
Long Island were great, but I still graduated with a
very limited knowledge of plant material. In the end
each person has to adjust and gain experience with
the plant palette of the regions in which a design
service is offered, but it would have been helpful
to spend more time understanding not only plant
species, but their design applications.
Jill Marshall (Dewispelaere), Barb O’Dwyer, Bob
Lingenfelter, Teresa Crean…so many! E-mail me at
gcanamar@landdesign.com.
Photography, yoga, healthy cooking, sketching and
paint water colors, music/guitar, travel…
I was very fortunate to obtain a Fulbright scholarship,
and the tuition waiver I received from ESF was
incredible. I am glad I did, as I found out later what
a great program it was (still is).
ESF affected my life in a very positive way. The
campus environment, the students and faculty,
all the people I met and experiences I had, were
always very positive and enriching. ESF has a very
“welcoming” culture. Coming from Mexico, where
the population is fairly homogeneous, I never before
had the opportunity to meet people from so many
backgrounds and so many places. It was great to
learn and appreciate varied cultural approaches
and points of view. Furthermore, the well rounded
education I received was key in getting a rewarding
and challenging job.

A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October 3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the
SU vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue,
tour Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy
the local sights. See the back page for reservation details
and event information. If you need an address or other
information to encourage your classmates to attend, just
contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@
esf.edu.
Christopher Bukowski (LA) informs us that he is a licensed Landscape Architect working for the Office of General Services for the State of New York from 2000-present.
He currently resides in Schenectady, NY.
Leah (Moore) Staley (PSE) informs us that she enjoyed

the summer of 2008 with PennDOT while she was working
on bridge rehabilitation on I-78 near Fredericksburg, PA.

2001
Nicole (Cerrato) Chiapparo and Greg welcomed a baby
boy, Mason, on July 3, 2008. Mason was 8 lbs., 2 oz. and
20.5 inches long.
Brian Jerose (ERE) states, “Hello fellow alums - I am

enjoying my conservation and restoration projects on the
Missisquoi, Rock and Trout Rivers in the Lake Champlain
watershed. Also working on new projects with renewable
biothermal energy at composting sites - mostly farms.”

Jamie Smith (LA), informs us that in October 2008

she married Adam Smith in Hellam, PA. Adam is a recent
graduate from Penn State University with a BA in Civil Engineering. They reside in York, PA and live, work, and play
in downtown York. They enjoy riding their bikes to work,
serving their local community, and traveling as much as
possible. They plan to travel to Amsterdam for their honeymoon in late May.
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Thomas Sirianni ‘05
  
Jayme Rapp '06 and Bill Rapp
at the Savannah Dhu nature
preserve.
  
Karen Cowperthwaite '08,
Larry Borger '37, Sarah Cody
'07, Bernadette Redmond '06
at the Metro New York Dinner.
Mr. Borger was the most senior
alumnus attending this event

Everyone Has A Story

Everyone Has A Story

Ryan Aleva ‘97

Leanna O’Grady ‘97

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Ryan Aleva
EFB – 1997
1997 – BS (EFB); 1999 – MPS (EFB)
N/A
Glens Falls, NY
Wife, Michelle, 3-year-old son Alec! Dog, Lucy.
High school science teacher – Biology and
Environmental Science at Queensbury Union
Free School District.
Too many! My educational journey at ESF was the
best educational choice I could have made! I was
taught by the best scientists and educators.
Don Leopold was absolutely fantastic! He was the
one who gave me my first formal opportunity to
teach! Dendrology T.A. Neil Ringler’s enthusiasm
for the topic he was teaching was contagious. I
learned so much from all the professors I crossed
paths with. I appreciated all of the professors I
learned from.
Animal Behavior, more botany courses, soils…
too many…I wish I had the time for all the
courses offered!
RyanAleva@hotmail.com
Exploring! Hiking/rock climbing, fishing, skiing,
catching snakes with my son.
The best science education possible by
outstanding scientists and educators.
I would not be the effectual teacher I am without
my educational experience at ESF. Everyone I
crossed paths with enlightened me and made
me a better and more well-rounded person. My
former and current students would attest to the
enthusiasm I put forth daily in my teaching of
science! My ESF experience is what allows me
to have a successful/worthwhile career.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

Leanna O'Grady
Environmental Studies
B.S. December 1997
Miami University of Ohio, Master's of
Environmental Sciences
Castleton, New York
Married to Mathieu Simmons, ESF WPE class of
1999. One daughter.
Full-time mom and part-time Environmental
Educator for Columbia County Soil and Water
Conservation District.
History of the Environmental Movement was
one of my favorite classes at ESF because it
gave me the background of the movement which
helps put into context what is going on in today's
environmental movement. Dendrology has also
proven to be very useful in my line of work.
Most memorable professors, Dr. Sue Seneca and
Dr. Donald Leopold.
Tree Pathology or Limnology were classes I wish
I had taken.
Anyone–contact me at leannaogrady@yahoo.com
Gardening, hiking, travel, cooking, anything
outdoors, reading.
I attended ESF because I knew I wanted to make a
positive impact working for our environment. ESF
provided many of the skills and the knowledge
needed to do that. In addition to that, ESF's focus
on the students made for a wonderful college
experience.
The friendships, experiences, and knowledge
from ESF have greatly enriched my life. Much of
what I learned at ESF has helped with my work,
life, and personal life. I met amazing people at
ESF and I am almost always impressed with the
ESF alumni I meet. Also, I still have a hard time
walking straight across a large patch of grass
without thinking of the shouts of "Don't walk
across the Quad!”

2004
A reunion for you and your classmates? How about the
Alumni, Family, and Friends Fall BBQ Weekend on October 2nd and 3rd in Syracuse? We have a campus-wide
reception planned for October 2nd which is a great place
to meet classmates and kick off the weekend. On October
3rd, you can see Woodsmen’s Team events, go to the SU
vs. South Florida football game, enjoy the barbecue, tour
Heiberg Forest, see faculty demonstrations, or enjoy the
local sights. See the back page for reservation details and
event information. If you need an address or other information to encourage your classmates to attend, just contact
the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or alumni@esf.edu.
Travis Ganter (FRM) is a Forester for Colorado State
University. He writes, “I have held this position for three
years now and have many employment opportunities for
students. I encourage all to inquire.”
William Russo (LA) informs us that after passing all of
the L.A.R.E. Exams and the Nevada Specific Examination,
Bill is now Registered Landscape Architect #798 in the
state of Nevada.
Andrew Weiss (FEG) writes, “Moved to a new home in

Fayetteville, NY. Marrying Catherine Moon (SU ’04) in
July of 2009 in her hometown of Niskayuna, NY.”

2005
The Pike Company announces that Project Managers
Thomas Sirianni (WPE) and Brian Hallett have earned
their Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Accreditation from the Green Building Certification Institute. LEED Accredited Professionals are building professionals who have demonstrated a thorough understanding
of green building and the LEED Green Building Rating
System. The LEED AP credential indicates that the professional has the knowledge and skills to facilitate the LEED
certification process. Sirianni has been with the company
for 2 years. He holds a Associates in Applied Science in
Construction/Architectural Engineering Technology from
Farmingdale State University of New York and a Bachelor
of Science in Construction Management from SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry with a minor in Business
from Syracuse University.

2006
Rachel Habig (EFB) informs us that she recently moved

with her two cats to Bear Creek Education Center in northwest Alabama, where she is a naturalist. She leads nature
walks, high ropes, repelling, canoeing, caving, and other
adventure/environmental education activities. “I am loving
the spring this year, especially seeing the forest wake up.”

Laura Schmitt Olabisi (EFB) announces that she is now

an assistant professor in the Department of Community,
Agriculture, Recreation, and Resource Studies and the Environmental Science & Policy Program at Michigan State
University.

Leanna O’Grady ’97 at Powell Sanctuary in Columbia County,
NY with two students she works with.

2008
Kimberly May (EFB) informs us that she was hired in

Ryan Aleva ’97 with his wife, Michelle, and son Alec.

2003

December 2008 as Education Director for The Dahlem
Conservancy.

Meghan Ruby (EFB) reports, “After working with the

Melissa Young (FRM) recently launched a New York

New York State Department of Health for over four years,
I started a new position with the City of Albany in January
2009. I accepted the position of Recycling Specialist and
am very excited about this new career path."

statewide online farmer's market at NYFoodTrader.org
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Fall bbq 2009

Alumni & Family fall BBQ reservation form

Room
Reservation
Information

October 2–3, 2009
Mail this form with your check to

ESF Alumni Office, Suny ESF
1 forestry drive
Syracuse, NY 13210-2785
Reservation deadline is Sept. 11, 2009
Advance Sale Tickets Required for All Events

7th North Street Area
(15 minutes from campus)
Hampton Inn at 7th North Street
Phone: 315-457-9900
40 rooms are reserved at a room rate of
$109 per room per night. Refer to group
code “Association” when making your
reservations. Rooms must be reserved by
September 17, 2009
Maplewood Inn
Phone: 866-318-9937 or 315-451-1511
15 rooms are reserved at a room rate of
$94 per room per night. Refer to group
code “SUNY ESF” when making your
reservation. Rooms must be reserved by
September 2, 2009
Super 8 – 7th North Street
Phone: 800-800-8000 or 315-451-3888
40 rooms reserved at a room rate of
$65.88 per room per day. Refer to group
code “SUNY ESF” when making your
reservation. Rooms must be reserved by
September 2, 2009

Contact
Name:								Class:		
Address:							

Friday, October 2

EVENT				

Cost		

Coffee Haus				 FREE							
Silver Dinner–Class of 1984		

------------------

$30.00 ea.						$

* Really a meal: includes beer, wine, soda, sandwiches, snacks, dessert and door prizes!

Saturday, October 3
EVENT				

Cost		

Number Attending		Total Due

Adult Package Price*			$18.00 ea.						$

* Package price includes BBQ and all Saturday
events listed in the enclosed brochure with the
exception of the football game and Taste of CNY.

Red Mill Inn
Phone: 315-635-4871
10 rooms reserved at a room rate of $99
per room per day. Refer to group code
“SUNY ESF” when making your reservation. Rooms must be reserved by September 2, 2009. Visit www.theredmillinn.
com to see what the Inn has to offer.

Number Attending		Total Due

Reception*				$ 7.00 ea.						$

University Area

(20 minutes from campus)

)

Guest Name(s):

Child (6-12) Package Price*		

Baldwinsville, NY

Daytime Phone #: (

City:				State:		Zip:		E-mail:

Best Western Liverpool Grace Inn
Phone: 315-701-4400
40 rooms are reserved at a room rate of
$95.99 per room per day. Refer to group
code “SUNY ESF” when making your
reservation. Rooms must be reserved by
September 16, 2009.

Parkview Hotel
Phone: 315-701-2600
15 rooms are reserved at a room rate of
$179 per room per night. Refer to group
code “SUNY ESF” when making your
reservation. Rooms must be reserved by
September 2, 2009.

Major:

Child (5 & under) Package Price*

$15.00 ea.						$
FREE							

------------------

SU vs. South Florida**		$29.00 ea.
					$
Football Tickets
(Regularly priced $38 ea.)			 All football ticket orders must include a one-time handling fee.
$
Taste of CNY				

5.00

$ 5.00 ea.						$
** Football tickets will not be mailed.
They will be available for pick up
on campus Friday and Saturday.

Total Due	 (Please make check payable to ESF Alumni Association)		

$

So that we may have an accurate count at each of the events on Saturday, please indicate below which events
you will be attending and the number of people per event.

EVENT			Number Attending		
Coffee with the Dean		

#

BBQ				#			
Heiberg Forest Tour		

# of vegetarians:		

# of vegans:

#

Parking passes
Please note that parking passes are good for Saturday only. Parking will be available on campus for Friday’s
events after 4:30.
Yes, please send me a parking pass (at no extra cost), if available.
As we are expecting a large number of people on campus for the weekend, please realize that everyone may
not receive a parking pass. Priority will be given to those people who will be attending the barbecue. Those
who do not receive a parking pass for on-campus parking will be directed to an alternative parking location
and shuttled to campus.

